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INTRODUCTION -ANB--:tt-0Ki\JGWLEDGEY,m-wr -· 
(1) The Pr~Q_lem of Scour at Bridge Pier~ 
Lately, considerable amount of study, both theoreti-
cal and experimental, have been rnade for formulating a 
satisfactory basis for designing bridge superstructures. But 
little work has been reported on the bridge substructure 
{piers, foundations, etc.) and most designs are based on un-
. ,s.:t-,.uol<'l,,& 1\ o JC. 'Le 
certain design criterions. Hence considerable ~tudy · can· be 
made on the bridge substructure. This report is a discussion 
of the bridge substructure design from the hydraulic view-
point. 
Most bridges are closely related to the river. Con-
s 
struction of bridges always chang~the characteristics of the 
stream. It is common knowledge among bridge designers, that 
serious considerations are necessary in choosing the sites for 
bridges and piers, and also for selecting arrangement and type 
of piers. In choosing a bridge site, it is reasonable to 
select a narrow place in a straight reach of the river channel. 
The number and arrangement of piers, considering economy, 
depends on the desigh of the bridge superstructure. However, 
design is restrained by hydraulic limitations for flood control 
and irrigation purposes. Piers should be so arranged that 
there is enough space between them to drain flood water and · 
pass flowing debris. 
-3-
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Construction of a bridge always causes backwater 
which is evident from the r aising of t~e water surface upstream 
l~Y'. , or ~,) e,i ... t,:-v 
of it and the increase rof velocity i\through t he constriction. 
These effects disturb the stability of the bed around the piers J 
and hence scour and filling are expected. 
Some study on backwater due to piers at flood dis-
charge have been made to compute reasonable values in actual 
cases. Due to the complic ation of the phenomena of scour 
around piers, it is neither easy to solve the scour problem 
theoretically, nor to observe it in the field. Due to the 
above l!:_easons, it is regre t able that any solution to the scour 
problem depends only on the exper i menter's judgement and not 
on any theoretical reasoning. 
There have been many failures of bridges caused by 
excessive scour. These failures are due to the errors which 
t he engineers have made in their judgement of scour depth. 
L Sco~~-_3 n be . r educ-~d b;~t ~e __ fol_l~~~~§_!n~~i_!:?~~j-:; 
.. 
A. Decrease the nuCTber of piers and construct 
piers such that they are parallel to the 
centerline of flow, so that disturbance of 
the flow pattern is cut to a minimum. This 
not only reduces scour but also decreases 
the backwater and easily drains flood flows • 
B. Form the piers to smooth shapes so that 
there is a decrea se in both r e sistance to 
flm-1 and scour. 
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C. Determi ne the depth of the foundation by 
consider ing the depth of scour and the 
bearing stress of the bed around the piers. 
D. Protect the river bed around the pier, 
against scour, by a stone apron or piling. 
These methods are similar to one another. It is cor _ 
ve :1i ent, considering economy, to apply several methocis at tbe 
5 - ~e time , thus stabil izing the pier. But all these t e chn i quc3 
are based on experience and indistinct judgement. Hence 
furt her study is necessary. 
:L:_;:'. +~s.;:;~1)K~#J.Jl~?~~r:~w·ii,\1~]f fiif~h~~ ;t<:~-~-~~·-·· -
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The studies which have be en made before are base r: .:·:1 
', · ._.._ "(),..;. c/:;.i. ss i{ ,:i..l 
.\ ·.-1: ·.::iul ic s • . _Unfortunately, hydraulics had no close :r e l nt . u i: -
-· ~ .J, .l • · .~··.-'~ · "' ,_1"', .-.-..···""·',·~: .. · : . ·~ .. "., ~·:·:_,,";·· .. ,.,;·,.'·-:: ';~· •_ ... _ <~~:..<. f .. <: . ...,. • .. ··;. ,· · 
f:1 , wi vh f l ui d - .ne cl:anic·s. ·· .. :s~ t }{at 't.here . -, . .,as not ' cno .. 1 -:~ ,;. ,: : : -
J .J_ p r o 1 o , 1p es 
phenomena and s ystematic studies on the -str-uG-t -ur-e s- and mode ls 
also lead to valuable conclusions which may fit both actual · 
cases and theoretical solutions. This will inc r ease the r ate 
of progress in modern hydraulics. It is neces sary for any 
e xperimental study on the scour problem to be ba sed on modern 
hydraulics so that we can get suitable data which can be 
a pplied in th
1
e ,f ield. 
To es-/,._, b Q~_5_0.,..') ,'5 
c-The laws of similarity -are most i mp ortant in modern 
hydraulics. In our case, three of the laws of similarity are 
applicable j 1-:.: r,, ~;: s \ ( ,{ 
""' ---- - ----------- -- - . - - I t . 
/ ~ ~ ~?ude la;tl of sirn_i ~_~r_i~_y \ assum~i ng -7 at,er--4-1~~-:--,s~-
and--a--,grav-itational -force. _ 
~i-ncompressible ,--water -pa-r-,ticles -ha/·ve"- an,, inertia 
~-----. - -,~ ---- - . I 
.... . _ •• .• . . , , .c;.-·· .. JJ.{ _(Reynolds law of similarity_> - cons idering the 
• .. ,· .:.=- • ·,:: -::/·· -,;; ? '.-,j·--:?: -- .:- _·_:-:·-,:~ .. :· -r:; ::~_:,.;;:c:::-!~·(:~;: :,:·t '_?:;-J~cu:, · ;~ es-':- ::::: / .' · · \ ._:: \ .. ,;/'::,:\\:?:J?5{· ':.~i-~;, 
·~:·; .1:nert1.a .f-0-Foe ~-=:and-:ca-p-:1:--l-l-a-12--y--:a·tt-P£-e:t-i-on-. · > :;:\·. ~·> ·,· · · · - ·,:., 
. . ,. . . . . . .- -. _,. - . . ........ 
Applying these laws, the close rel ationship ' between 
-.. _ ~-,-.~ ... -~tl\¢~/;_:~,_;J~'.-\_;.;~;ft~4l?:t;"#;\;~";;~~-:JK~:i:J''-\~\~~r~~,:- {~~~.-~;~~:;?·,;rrr\\f:f'.tf1}Jg; 
a odel tests are recognized. 
Table 1. 
·-- -·- - -..•. ·- -~--- -- -- --
.. 
1' ,.. 
The Model Ratio by 






rr the ratio of l ength of -s-t-r--uc-t-ure to length of 
c< 
model be 1 :!;;' and assunin_~ the same fluid having the same tem-
perature, the model ratio for each physical characteristic 
is as shown in Table 1. But in an actual case, many forces 
are acting on a fluid particle. It is impossible (observing 
from Table 1) to find the law of similarity considering these 
factors at the same time. l!-or this reason, in general, one 
important force was considered {except inertia force) and the 
law of similarity which fits this force was applied. e.g. 
For hydraulic phenomena in open channels the Froude law of 
similarity was applied. This is because a gravitational force 
is important besides an inertia force. But, in experiments, 
it is difficult to use models ·which have large values of mean 
hydraulic radius. On the other hand the effect of frictional 
force overshadows the _hydraulic phenomenon in mode15 having 
small values of the mean hydraulic radius. In this case, it 
is not sufficient to use only the Froude law of similarity • 
. -s 
Mr. O\ubo tried to equalize the coefficient of frictional 
resistance at similar points in two channels which were geo-
-metrically symmetrical. 'But the · coefficient of frictional 
resistance is affected by the roughness of the channel, mean 
hydraulic radius and Reynold's number, etc., so that it is 
impossible to equalize these coefficients. For compensating 
for this fact, he proposed multiplying the ratio of these two 
coefficients to the Froude law of similarity. The above state-
ment is applicable only to the case of a fixed river bed. For 






and the size and type of bed material. Accordingly, it is 
difficult to establish a complete lav, of similarity and also 
difficult to predict accurate scour in the field Lf-r-ern·- t-he--
...-f-ie.J:d from the results of experiments. For the above reasons, 
Winkel, Krey, Eisner and Vogel proposed to establish an 
.. f()r prt1c..f,'(_ e 
approximate law of similarity~instead of using the theoreti-
cal law of similarity. 
(3) The Purpose and Content of this Renart. 
Lately consid~rable progress on the study of the 
scour problem has been made by applying the law of similarity, 
yet it is far from completion • . In this paper, the results of 
experiments which were made at The Central Experiment Station 
at Kyoto University have been reported. Conclusions derived 
from the study have also been stated. 
Chapter 2 is a discussion on the stability of a 
river bed with basic ideas for model tests on the scour pro-
s A({ f e 
blem. In Chapter 3 the effect of pier -t,y-pe- on scour has been j 
discussed. This is the main subject of this report. !Th.e--las.t ~ 
p.ar-t - o.f- -this- report is--a ·-desc-ription"··cff the effect of--pier 
.aP--i~angement--on---sceur.--·· 
..G-c>ncerning-·tb-e· mechanics -of- scour- and···its ·protection, 
.the results of experiments performed by. authorities · in -the 
subject---and···some·-of ···t ·he · -a.uthor' s -opin-ions -- regarding .. . them have 
already . been -stated in . this report. ··· · 
Because of the lack of coincidence between the model 




for .th- P,A~.:to Ct1,p-0 
similarity, no accurate conclusionsAcan be obtained from the 
experimental data, but further study for correlating experi-
mental work with actual field conditions is expected. 
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II. THE STABILITY OF A RIVEH Bl3D AND THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWE: r:JJ 'l'HA CTIVE FOHCE 
AND BED I'JI A TE HI AL 
(4) General 
It is imposs i ble to solve the problems on the move-
ment of bed material, from the theoretica l view points of 
fluid mechanics. ~~; 11~-,-~--i~f~-,~t -~:the ~-s-ame t .ime ~h·;· ;t-~tii~~:y. 
~~ ~-----~i~;;r be·d···:i ·~-discussed~ _; ·Ba.sed C9.D .. a.J1ydr<;uli,c.~~~~~;:: . . .. .. ,,_ 
~ ---·------ ---·-·· ··-··· -·····- .. .. . ·11 t_ .11.c b~"'s (. f .1 (.1,. t f t·'e yel.-. ~ ,.1..' . , _,., _,~ ' ) rJ ·· -'·~ 
1
1 '-· --n , ...... ~ _; ~ . , ., r e.. , ,.,,-1 ,t.,;i ,{J •• - . C.f 
mainly through experiments, ~here are two methods to solve 
'~T 
the problems of sediment movement. 
A. The method based on the i mpulse force 
caused by velocity ne a r the bed. 
B. The method based on the theory of 
tractive force. 
/ 
In general, if t here is relative velocity bet\·reen /~ 
fluid and solid, dynamic pressure acts on t he solid in the 
;no,~., f ,/ ,._ 
direction of the relative velocity. This is Adue to fr/ ctional 
resistance and form resist an ce. The forme r is due to fluid 
friction and is related to the surface area of contact between 
the solid and water, roughne s s of solid surface, relative 
velocity, and the viscosity of water. The latter is due to 
the pressure difference between the front face and th e rear 
face of the solid, and is r e lated to the shape · of tbe solid and 




}the relative velocity i § V and the projected area of the 
I. I I J. · I I rl fl :{ 1_Q <f.,t,,_...2 c,<q 1, 5i ' 1 · i H•r ( • 
D / 
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dynamic pressure Pis 
p =5 I 1~ A V2 
2g 
is an experimental coefficient. 
- ( 1) 
This coefficient is 
a ( function of ile ynold I s number, 
. . 
? VL , especially, when the 
R = )) 
dynamic pressure is mainly due to frictional resistance; if 
the dynamic pressure is maily due ',t_o form resistance -arui---tl:l.-e 
..f) f..tp-1~li111A 1J,i o. >-1 y S/m ,'/.:n so l:'d ct,;.-( 
SO--l-ids----are - si-rni-1-ar, ;) has an{onstant value for A any kind of 
fluid. 
For a sand particle at a state of rest on a bed, the 
rel ative velocity is e qual to t he velocity of flow. If the 
dynamic pressure exce ed s th e resist ant force, the particles 
start moving and scour occurs. J . n 
0 r 1,/...e. /' ,:,..,,- L,r (; <~-s 
_The resistant forces ; are different for sliding and 
rolling . Most particles move in the path of least resistance. 
The particle s having a flat or a square shape will slide and 
v' 
./ 
the parttg~~~-"~~~t~~ c]a(~~Jt:~:/tas~',/ ! , {~~indrical shape i4~~1 roll. 
This is a ' -s-tudy: off the ~ i mpulse force of velocity. Wi-t hin- limi- v 
J " . 
tat ion}/ of a stable bed, the diameter of the sand particles is . v . 
expressed as d = f 1 (:ef), in which V is the velocity of flow 
acting on the particle. This theory originated from Newton's 
dynaoic pressure t heory and was studied by Brahms, Airy and Law. 
The theory of tractive force was proposed by Du Buat 
and expanded by DuBoys through ooservations on the River Hho1n{' 
Kreuter :and de Thierry published the theoretical explanation 
but it still see ras incomnlete. · The main assumption is that, 
· -!loiv .. 
in uniform s teady -f:GH,};--,- t he gr avity corilponent of t he we i 6ht of 
wat er paralle{J to flo w is balanced by frictional resistance 
-11-
V 
on the bed, and this resistance force is equal[:o the tractive 
for6e on the bed surface. 
'fhe tractive force F, in kg/m~, can be writ ten as: 
H 
F= <fi~ HI 
- ~ i,.r: 
depth of flow,... e, 
( 2) 
I - slope of the water surface · : slope cf the bed 
surface 
a ~ ~lr 3 
~.. : weight -O·f- a unit volume of water, kg/m 
- ~ 
The stability of a river bed will decrease with in-
creasing tractive force. According to the theory of tractive 
force, critical tractive for:_G.-Ed F O is constant for each differ-
/ 
;Jt-
ent size of bed material. ·Within the limitation of bed stability, 
the diameter of a s and particle can be expressed as: 
In these two methods, the former uses velocity Vas . 
the basic characteristic of flow and the later takes slope, I, 
and depth, H, as basic characteristics of flow. Comparison 
between the two theories have been made by many authors. Hand 
I are easy terms to measure in the field, also it is convenient 
to apply t he theory of tractive force for engineering purposes 
since Hand I can be measured more accurately than velocity near 
the bed or the mean velocity. These two methods were established 
only for solving problems and there is no essential difference 
between t hem, moreover, they are closely related. Theoretically 
speakin,;; , tractive force is -e-onnidered.--as --shear- stress, 
J .:f-.---=--~ 1 L ·/· dv./-···y"·-- --o~----on .... the·--bed -- and-·- is· determined by the velocity w "M dy ' . . 





\ .. ,/ 
j 
is affected by Reynold's nwn'oer and the roughnes s of the river 
bed. 0~ the other hand, t he dynamic pressure of t he sand parti-
h ed/1 - / 
cle is mainly controlled by velocity and its distribution ·in-
·t ! .. ,c ,6-r: --,-:{ 
t-l--1-e-bou·nd--ary -·layer ~ Henc e:: ·we can observe the close relationship 
between the two theories. Although a precise correlation 
betv1een the t wo theories is essential in studying the nechanics 
of particle motion, no complete correlation has be en reached. 
Hence it is difficult to apply, in the field , the experiment al 
results on the study of particle movement. 
( 5) The Stabilit,l of ~River Bed Ba sed on the I nmulse Theory 
of Velocity near the Bed Surfa ce 
A. General 
Dynamic pressure on a sand particle by velocity Vb is 
as in e quation (1). When the resistance of a particle is less 
than the dynamic pressure, the particles begin to move and 
scour occurs. 
At v 
..W4:t-tEi:.n the limit of stability of a river bed, assuu-
ing a particle resting on a rigid surface, the relation between 
mean die.meter of sandtarticle d and velocity near the bed Vt 
is mathematically expressed b; the following equation: 
d = KV5 1 _l 
10 15 -(J) 
The coefficient K is related to the shape of the particle, 
its position, the velocity distribution near the bed, the Reynold'§ 
number and the roughness of the bed. 
Brahms (1753) used the wei ght of a particle in water 
W1 instead of the mean diameter of particle d and stated the 
condition of slidin6 as_Vb = ft W1~/6• This equation was veri-
-13-
by Airy (1834) and Law (lt85). Law also stated that this equa-
tion could be applied for rolling p~rticles. Steinberg (1 a75) 
4'.,~'. : J It \- ,4.1}.-ti r.t s O t ( E'. V O IL\+ ,· ti'rl f, '1_ \/ ,/..,,,_~ 1/1.L v / 
assumed sand particles as -r-oJ..J:i-n-g "-particles-··having, .simi'lar. 
, .s.J:1a.p@..- a nd mean diameter, 2a, and noted Vb =»-~· 
;J-~ .·~t·i . 
~ i!:/'<Jl' ,·L 
In actual river beds, t he sand particle is -surrounded 
by other particles havin;; <;1-Prro xi mately the_ same size. The 
f I~ ~_I l;v•. ~ 
part in contact with theAfluid is only the upper half of t he 
particle. Therefore the coefficient in Eq (3) should decrease. 
J . 
Since the velocity near the bed is extremely low, the determina-
tion of Vb beco2es a difficult problem, moreover, consideration 
of the size of particle and other factors is re q,uired. There 
were many experiments r:1ade by du Buat ( 1816) , Suchier ( 1883) , 
Franzius (1 89J ), Schaffernak (1922) etc. Herein is a dis-
cussion of Schaffernak's work. By obtaining a relationship 
b~tween velocity near the bed and t he mean velocity of flow and 
also expressing the mean velocity by the Chezy formula, the 
relationship between the I mpulse Theory and the Tractive Force 
Theory can be examined by hydraulic methods. 
B. Schaffernak's experiment. .$ 
By using a small experir;;ental flume with bnd of 
uniform size, he found the relationship betv1een velocity Vb and 
mann diameter d as listed in Table 2. 
-14-






Diameter of ~article, d cm. - --- --·----
Particle sta 1,.;t-:, movirH.-: V-b 'n/ sec 'V ) . -· . \...:()-'-· 
Particle continues moving n (V1) 
Particle St ops moving I/ 
C. Welikanoff I s experimental forr:mla 
The dyna,:i ic pressure on a sand particle is proportional 
to the second power of velocity. But it is still doubtful 
whether this proportionality can be applied to fine sand particles. 
The velocity in the bow1dary layer decreases rapidly near the 
l 
bed and in case the velocity is large enjough , in magnitude, to 
' t,l.t c:l•/ nr! h,; e.. r-lL~t\ n 
move large p~rt,icle~,) tr~e boundary layer becomes thin and 7 a-rth-- 1 
t n l\ /4 !\.,,,J. l-c,A 1,· c ..Cl;, ).--::. SGv'-Ui.-,, CC'. 
--G-leS:-.ar-d .controlled- by the velocity outside the boundary layer. 
But in .t he case of fine particle ~, this phenomenon is contrary 
. . -+-I J..~ n/ .JJ " , 6., A A I'\ J,. . ·I , .. . 
. //i·V,;.,_,f -j-,;,·, , •. ,v. 1..(• • • '.L -::, .l.!'-"'-Q~ ,,? \,. c.A C.-~,,-l 
to -ehse-rva tions. Hence t h e 
1
deterrnination of velocity near a 
bed must cha nge \·Ii tl1 the size of particles. If a theoretical 
deterr,1ination of the velocity distribution near a bed, -a..Gcord-
.in~ .. .t.o __ .the_§.i_ze_ .of---pa:P·t-i-ol-e-s, is possible, a theoretical solu-
tion of Vb can be expecte~/ ,\t pre sent, we still rely on 
experir..1enta l re s ults. Welikanoff used a 50cm x25cm x 900cm 
flume \vith sand size, d¢= 0.01 - 5.0 mm, and established an 
experiri1enta l forr:1.ula relating the dia:neter of sand particles 
and the me an velocity of flow. 




d = mean s and size (m~ ) . ~ 
'"fAJ./3 .. : experimental co 0;fficie nts .~ 
\ /\f1hen \he yhole s and i \ (" c1 > 0. 5 r:n ,,,z.() .. -'-- t i.,, 
1 
layer starts rr1ov~5-..)_\i 0.5 L... d <.(_5~0 r.11;1 
d. = 0.65,/3 ... 11.0 
5.8 
.,j ,, ,-i.t!. ;c:_ \' • ' 
·when---~~ -ch part i cleJstart/ noving 0.01 Z. d .(_5._0 .. 1~1~~-----~-- 7_-.~---- - .. _. 3-~~-
_.,\jr _ ./ ~ t~san~1-pa-r~c icl0 is l a r ger than 2 - 3 mm, /i is neglected 




By using sand \'lith diar:1eter d = 0. 01 ;....,_! 1. 00 rnri1 , 
" vle likanoff made experiments rela tin6 depth of t..rater H 
found t ha\p incre ase s with increas ing H 




~ = 0. 051 Hf 5.7 for H = 25-r~ l50 om 1 (cl ) .._,  
His e~·-oe·,-." ,,,ent 0 nrovecf' '- 1.., at the thickness of the A.. - .Lt,. • 0 ~ / . l,,; 
boundary la.yer changes ·i1ith depth of flm·.J anc:. the nove"1ent of 
fine s antl particles is evidently cont rolled by t he velocity in 
the boundary layer. 
J (6) The StabJ-lity of a Iliver Bed 
A. General Study: 
The follo,:ing conclusions can be made from the study 
of the c:ci ti cal tract i ve fo1~ce, F O : In open channels having 
common slope , ( 1 - 1) with certa in size i:1e.terial, the sta-
. 11-00 oOO 





'::5J -·· ~-·" I 
force for that size of naterial, and cannot be detenJined by 
'\ r., Cly ·) (_ . l ,~ 
the depth of floH or . slope alone. Kreuter A :ceacr:ecl this conclu- v' 
• ' 1 • t. ,__. . ,__ 1 . ' /c., l ff (1/q/ GJ sion tnrougn 1nves·1gaL,1ons in naL,ura_ rivers anv~c1a erna~ , v 
l\O,\l'l ) ( i,\\4 ) (l1\5lf--) . I'( 
Gil'oert, Scholclitsch and Kramer/\ verified his findings through 
~ ~ V 
flume experiaents. 
1111e cr·itical tracJ::.ive force can be determined by the 
characteristics of the bed material but it is i mpossijle to 
compute it by usin~ only the diameter of the sand particle or 
any other nuuerical value 1;1hich represents the particle size. 
From Gilbert and KraE1er' s experir:1er1ts, it is seen that critical 
tractive force is a function of the size of particle and its 
a., i c'· -~1· ·ou.,_ -·Lo·1 _.::,l,l _L,_ l ' " , .. "' . .. 1 cne snape 01 par~1c e, the consistency of the sand 
layer and the specific gravity of the sand particle. 
The size of a particle and its distribution can be 
obta.inecl by sieve analysis. The shape of particles can be 
CITh1m 1-"IJ ri'V e Y' 
obtained by precise neasurements but the shape ofAs and composed v 
?li'f- ·• -~.1.,'nw·f e/ 'j c.,tt-,;:i ;(fl.,"\..;f-
of quartz can be considered as/\ ~:..er-ical-.-- The consistency of 
the sand layer can be obta ined by measuring the void ratio. 
I 
Therefore critical t r active force can theoretically be expressed 
) 
by the following general function: 
d = diameter of particle 





The follmdng are e~perimen t al for-r,mlas: 
B. du Boy's computatiort : 
The s a nd particl Bs on a river bed under stable condi-
tions interlock one another and do not per~it individual motion . 
From t he above st2.teme nt du Boy c oncluded t hat t he sta~) ility of 
a stable river bed is de t e r Llined by t he thickness of the s and 
layer ,.-ihi ch resists tractive force. L:.,r the flow, is uniforn 
and steE;. dy , the tractive force on a unit 2-.rea is F = l1@HIY. The 
'-,. l,,)°o 
£rictional resi s tance of a sand layer having thickness dis 
).,,,_ ~rt 
R = f(w- H) (1 -;\) (1.1. d ), 'ltJhere· ~ is the void ratio &ncl f is 
a coefficient of friction. 
flt: 
W-:i:th±-n the limitation of stability of a bed 
F = F ana' F R , 6-0 1f(vJ-o O = ., /~ 
d: .. Q HI 
__ :::------~ --------~ --- f (w-v~ (l-;\) 
~/4 III ------------ ( 6) 
should be exDres s ed in cor:E-:1.on units ana/-1: 1.5 ~2 .9]J 
- i.J'hvn 
In th e case ·.,:.ih&Pe the diameter of the s and particle 
fJ ,',J fn J)'j £r, ( 6) 
ct
0 
is less than thickness of t he sand layer di( he assumed t hat 
n l ayers of d0 ( nd0 = d) move toge t he r and the for,,rnla become s 
F T. ;IT = 0 = ~-1 or - h·1 - i.-r0 ) ( 1-A) • nd 0 ---------( 6
1 ). 
Th is concept of the mot ion of severa l layers dis-
a :rees tlith actual conditions and also neglects to consider t h e 
shape, size and distribution of particles. Hence this concept 
is risky to apply in t he field. Neve:ctheless it is 1.-1orth;:j of 
attentio~ as one of the first ne tho~s of cooputation based on ihe 
tractive force tLeory. 
C. Schokli tscl-1 1 s e:(pe:ci r:1ental fornula: 
By usin ;:; deptl1 of uater less t han S cm, Sc}10klitsch 
fo und a for,i1ula for critice .. l t ract ive force F for t he be .?~ in-o, -
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ning of motion of sand particles. 
F0 ~ V 0.385 ~1(w - V!0))'1 y · -· 
, ..f , I { 
\ Y'\ \ ,'"' \,..,,, C.,. ·~~,.. , 
,,:here:· y· = voluue of sand pa1~ticle ( rn3) 
- - ( 7) 
2a - mean diameter of particle ( r~ ) , .. 
'l - shape coefficio:c1t; (1ere = 1, sand = 1.15 - 1 . .35, ( 
thin deb:r·is of rock= L,,..Ji,, debris of rock= J.l. l 1 .f , 
\,v' f, e n C\, ,<\/(.1"t{, ~~, ... ,., -I I cft.. v1 ~ :/.v · · ,> o.i2.v. ,,._c v- /A r.eo.L oY'\ -t.f...z )..; <:. A , c,;s;./.>,A.·;l,-', ,.,,.,,_... 
+f-··the-··vo---lume···of·-sanc::- is v -, and -the.,. actual ---volume .... of 
L'S& ;:. .. c\v'{'\, tl c,. ,.\:/c.Cc s t,J ;,J!\,, V ,'.,Ci ' .,,J_ v~ 
&.s~Yl.d-par:tr-~,cle s ne·,;tle cting -voids . is V sT·-then 
F = 0 /0.385 __ ~ (u-~·10Y1vj-( 1 f [10.5 (¼ - 10 J¼ - -·· -- (71 ) 
t~, ( V S 
E~7 and 7t 1define tractiye force as F
0 
when a particle 
starts ri1ovin6 • Since tLe scmd particles are interlocked with 
.,_, . t 1 . ..... "' 1 d .... J t one anoGner in na ·ur& rivers) une se 1orr:m as o nol, seem ac.tequa ·e 
. 
to apply in the field. But these forr: ulas are 1dort~y of an 
examination as an experimental proof of the tractive force theory. 
D. Krey's experimeatal formula: 
He assune d tractive force as F
0 
at the time when all 
the particles start moving;and it is difficult to evaluate the 
nrnaber of individual pcfftic ,l,.les ',-:11ich are moving. Under these ,, 
. conditions he pro}osed that the frictional resistance 
\ R = fh1 - ,,:,;
0
)'7{' dJ /6 equals ths tractive force 
F
0
·7r d 2/4 ~,..W
0
HI 7Td2/4 in each particle. Assuning sand particles 
" ~r- . 
I, r., 
as · s~heres ~ith diameter, d, he derived the follo~ing for~ula: 
, ~ ; I J >t 0 1 \ ~ ' ~,,, !, l,, (,-'"I',....) 
d =·f w; Vt;HT \, 'I? - 3 - - - - - ( s) ? w~:,o ~, "'!J - 29---. ; 
After many ex:)eriment,s he proposed; = 13 a11d thus Eq. 8 be come s 
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V 
{,, ~.t :e-t 
'-.,: If w = 2.6 ~ 2.7, d ~ {frr; t\H and d have same units]} 
There is no ade ~uate measure for river beds having 
~k ·1Ji:,1.,;•-l , .. 1 r,,,~ .l ~" f ,;; . S' (.\,, ... 31,, ) , i;~.::A.,1 ·!! .- t'.1/l'. ,u : ;z_ V-'1:L\J:. 0 -f .. 1fit. r, '$.,<_.,.., ct,.'.<'--nli i1., d,,., ct. « f ·¼ nt.t.l/y, .. d.'c.: 
nonuniform ma te r\al. tro-weve-r/·- by-1=rlbtt·in3 - t he ---s i ze -dis t:i:"-i-bu--
d / ' ·L I I I ( ·/ ; I J \ ,.I • i· ' I T.) . ,.. . . . I . .J. I ·" C ,: C, th ~o · P ... t-, , L-ct ,'?l'l-/ J; vo ~' '.., ·,'._1 t .,.i J'! ....... ;:--C. ~ c;.:_t.~ "\A ·v·1,v .-t.- Cn ll-J r tg , j c,t, , . tt, C,.{'h,\..-r~ ... 1-t.:.-j 1, .... cn·;\ ]_Z. "{ . 
..t-i-Bn- -as--F-i -:;·;--··j_-- and - Go!·,;put-in :; -t he ·-ne-an ··diamete l~·;·-- ·dn1 - and·--d- rn ,- by 
·.,. 0 . .,.,, c} d r,.1 bn·-
'.l:.f-q-;-;r,··12, qs.u-- an .. --0-- ma-y·- v 
/ p r 
Fig. 1 
100 50 / 
2-- ctAP· A - d/1P _AA - - :;;z:_ - ' B 50 . -p = p - 0 ') ~ m 
_ _,/( ? ) 100 \1 100 . 1 I ':§ 
I- -~ 
,r' -~ ; I / ....-A - AA A d~P· p AP ~ - B ' p = 0 R = 0 s:: \ •rl )) µ., 
~ 
drn - A/P d l = (D - 50i; ) Size of particle, - .,, ~ · m Sand Size, d 
Krey' s experimental for r:mla has an inadequate coeffi -
cient for the c~se of non-homo~eneous particles, but it is 
still convenient to apply this foroula in the field. This 
formula has been used as a guide in the present study. 
E. Krari1er' s e:x-perirnent c:,l formula: 
Kramer used a 30cm x 80.7cm x 17m flume with sand of 
different dia:·,,ete i s and proved the general conclusions, stated 
in A, by experir,1ent. At the Sci.me time, by usin:~ the result of 
0 . Q, 
his experir:1ent and data of othe1· authorities in Eurp0e , he 
. A 
derived an e:;perimental formul a corresponding to the theoreti-
cal for mula given in Eq 5. , U./ 
Kramer i:.1pplied t he me thod which himr,1el used for the 
deteri:iination of t he characteristics of concrete aggregates 
-20-
and also applied 
I • 
tL 11.-/[o'r·}; i.~-'½ 
mean d i 2rae t e r dm ~ A/P and t h e -coefficient-~ of -
/r',p-:-,~iv{~-1.-- ~ 
ll-0r.1ogenei ·et-:cJ·I = AB/A_
1 
from Eq 9. His formul a expresses the 
~1-a-tri-~J(f;.t;::~te~k,reen --·the size of particle, its d istribution 
and the void ratiq, and is written as follows: 
100 
6 
dm (w - wo) 
M 
- - ( 10) 
I J ' f . 
t.~, t-: h.,d ' " / ·t· 1 t 1 · f ( _O r/m2 ) - 106 HI/ ~where:- F - cri ica .... rac ~ive orce J 
0 
H = depth of flow (m) 1 
I =-slope of water surface - slope of bed J 
d 
4p.d ' M 
- mean sand diameter (mm ) .1 :?--Y\ /,. 
I I , (_ .... . I f , 
{ ( ., ) ".,,,, ": (,/'h{.. L, i. •., ,, ~o- ~ .~t..-l -H-· "J 
= €-oe-f-f-i-c-ient---of· ho:nogene-iety- (i-1 = AB/ A) 
In his e xperiments, Kramer fixed the bed slope and 
kept the 
ch2,rge. 
flow ~niform a nd steady then he increased the dis-
.JJ L :ro-' {' " ,,rh C \ ·1 c,1 . . , .. ·\,...-
He assumed the time !\sand particles start moving
1
\and 
\jl-ei1 little ri pples were formed as · the condition for bed sta-
bility and computed v a lues of F0 from t he depth of water and 
the slope of the be d . 
0 
Indri made rigrous experiments on sands of many 
" 
sizes, and using his data and the experimental work of I-Ieyer-
Peter and Gilbert, he revised Eq. 10 as follows: 
dm<l - 13.3 dm 
w-wo .;.. 12.16 
mm Fo - M - - - - - (11) 
dm>l Fo 54.l35 dm 
w-wo - 75.48 r:1r11 = M 
Eqs. 10 and 11 are dimensionally correct. Since these 
formul as cont a in all tne necessary te rrJs , t hey can be applied 
C,( J ~ ;,,_:\ .... ( ..,. 4 ,.J. ··,.· t< C.·!. l 11 :... t .r'. ~~ .. 
toAriver models. Moreover, the fo r mulas are in a simple form 
-21~ 
and each term can be easily and accurately measured. Although, 
these formulas are inadequate in t he deterraination of coeffi-
cients, they are more reliable when compared with other fonnulas. 
( 7) Model Tests Concernin-:c; Scour 
As sta ted before, the scour in an alluvial river bed 
is largely rel ated with velocity, discharge and the character-
istics of sand. It is difficult 4-fi-··e xpe-P-i rnent-s' to establish 
complete similarity between models and prototypes. Accordingly , 
it is difficult to predict quantitatively the prototy~ondi-
tions from model tests. Moreover, for a qualitative prediction 
/~,.,( ,{ t,J l tf 
of the actual conditions it is necessary to select/\the proper 
" " /~r:_f n s j.;_, 
size ~"~#'i for the model bed, such that scour;\,occurf -a-t--t-he--
"-'Same- rate under corre spending concli t ions. It is almost Lnpos-. ' ) ,,.)6~ t o . 
sible to reduce the sand particle to th e model-prototype ratio. 
. 1\ 
If by any chance, it is possible, as a result of difference in 
interlocking ability, the mechanics of scour will change and 
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· If we let m;> e such that the ratio of reduction of uarticle 
~ 
decreases, and if m7n so that the mode l r at io for depth 
decreases, and we let th8 slope be larger than the actual slope 
t hen the scour phenomena in t he model will be similar to that 
in an actual river. According to the limit of the experimental 
equipment, it is necessary to reduce the value of m as much 
Iv 
as possible. 'fhe value of n can be computed frora Eq$.3 '.7'11. 
For example: /lssur.ie J!/ and w are constants both in 
the model and prototype. Using Eq. 8 (Krey's) 
.~. e = n2 
m 
- - - ( 12) 
If m and e are given, n can be determined. 
,6ic6 c.,[/it,,:,(_ 
In natural rivers 
,1 ,.., "I 4-tr/J {/'.. C.ll,, 1 } c.r--·,_ 
of ~~pid~ A similar the flo~.,J is turbulent and -t-F-ar+ftttl-± instead 
kind of flow pattern is desir/4ble for the rn.ode l tests. 
Krey proposed a formula relating the slope, the dia-




Therefore for the dete1\,1ination of the model ratio, use eq. 13 
as a limiting condition Emd determine the values of e, m and n 
which will satisfy Eq.12. 
Vogel proposed that the terms 1;1hich should be conside red 
for the determination of the model ratio are in the follo wing 
order of i mportance: 
a. Within th e range in wh ich the me2.surement,,;of depth .,.,, l , , 'A v' 
_;;)..-t..(., (,/l.,17"/ L · '- -· 
is possible, for t urb ulent c: nd. .t.~aI-H}Ui:-1 flov,, con-
ditions, determine the values of m and n. They 
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. should be as large as poss i bl e and with little 
difference in magnitude betwe en t hem . For the 
above r easons mode ls should fit the r elation-
ship. 
0.020 < vl < jgHl (Ft - sec. sys te t;1 ) 
H l -
b. Obtain t he critical tra ct i ve force, F0 , by using 
sand of ri ve1~ bed materia l size or by ap:;;lying 
Eq.10. 
c. Using t he river bed slope 2,nd F 0 obta ined from b, 
determi ne t he depth of flow of river at the time ,,< _. .· 
the bed begins to scour. 
d. By me t hod b, determine the cr itical tractive 
force F0 1 for the bed material of t he model. 
e. From the model ratio for dept h and the results 
obtained i n c, t he depth of flow in the Llodel at 
the time when scour starts can be determined. 
Knowing depth of fl ow and the critical tra ctive 
,.,/ 
forc e.I neces sary~ slo1)e of model 
.r/ 
bed can be 
/\ 
determined. 
f. Tilt t he mode l s uch t hat slope bec omes rZ. There-
fore, the model r atio for slope i = I/If is differ-
ent from the one determined fro ra t he values of n 
and m. 
For practical applications , the aut hor -,chose·· t he model 
"· 
r atio, m, n and e (Voge l a dd ed i), for model tests on scour~ 
It is i c1portant to de termi ne adequat e model r atios for each 
hydraulic quantity , such a s discharge , ve locity, time and 
amount of scour etc., fo r t he purpose of gett ing compl ete 
J 
hydr aulic similarity bet~een t he mode l and prototype . 
In ae neral the Fraud~ l aw of similarity is used in 
(.:> ' 
dete:cmi ni n6 t _he model ratio fo r ch,::rnne l s in 1:Jh ich t he hydrauli c 
phenomenon is oa inly cont r olled by gr avitat i onal forc es, such 
as channel s having l a r ge hydraulic r ad ius. But .when .friction 
-
of channel wall is evident t he Re ynold' ~ l aw of siDilarity has 
to be considered alonz with the Frouct e/law of similarity. It 
is i mposs ible t o use t hese t wo laws si1nultaneously; hence, 
J , , 1 ,,..... I 
( iJ\.t. C,.;., c ,J;(,.L...:...1~. 1 t- f, 
models -sh-ou1 d .. b e ·designed suc h that -.v,ra~l -1 · friction of model is 
I ,j.- , ·\"' I · , ' A !,.i_ '. , , , ,,:> t;. J"\...o·· \ I': '· \>. \~· · t ·:SL, ·,-- ', J \, .. . , 
equal to t hat of t he actual structure . .1 Ther e is no compl ete 
, ... 
study on t he change of the coe f fici ent of frictio n resulting 
from the model ratio. This fact cause s difficulties in prac-
tical applica tion. 
At the present ti,;1e, t he model r atio is det ei~ rn ined 
by usin.; t he mean velocity formul a . For e xe.c1:;Jle, Vogel 
determined the model r atio oy usin,:; I'1ianning' s f on:mla 
= ml/2 nl3/6 (14) 
..... ---- - .. - .. .... " · ··;_;. .. :;;::;.:---/ ... ··-----.. __ : . 
. --·- "'-/ ,./ In deri vin6 t his _ _!~rmula , -~ o~~l --ap-p1ied the fact t hat ). 
(he coefficient _of roug~~-e-~_s of ··a·-·cement mortar nodel (m :(_l_)_, 
paving a sand bed ( i'_~ < m < 1 ) and of natural rivers~
000 
/ 
_L .,··· , 1000 500 "'' J i ..,.,...,.,.,. .. · ::,,...._-{ 
( are appro;~i oately e qual. Th_i_s __ a1yr ~a~h is worthx __ of_ -~?.!:~_ce. ,,,../ 
......__ - - ----- -- ·· -- -~ ....... ·-- - -, , __ ,. __ ._. - - - --- --
In the case of an alluvia l bed ~ ~ere the gravita-
tional forc e can be considered a s t he oa i n e ffe ctive f orce, the 
Froude law of similarity can be applied. However, when the 
friction on the river bed has an evident eff ect on scour from 
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natural river beds, the mode l ratio is generally determined by 
using a mean velocity formula. For example Okubo derived the 
follo 1:Iing e quation by usin.:_; Che zy' s fornul a : 
-(15) 
According to Winkel's study, t he velocity coeff icients 
/ , 
f f 11 1..f l:, n.• • . ,,.C .{) ound as _ o ows: 
1
r , , 0 . 1 _. J k_ i3 ' ,~ /3 ' ,{ .. / 
A(Y RGr ; ct= A(iJ.'1 R
1
t (1,~K ) ; :v-;h·~;~~·-:t "~:·= 
I 1A~ 0 / I , "- .- ~ ,._:.---
can be 
C = 
V , J~ k. fJzv~ 
These expressions can be applied only when Q,\·J and the coeffi-
cients A an~p are the s ame for t he model and prototype. In 
natural riversp = 1/8, A~ 42.1
1
then Eq.15 becomes 
I _v 1 . 1 
n : m(n2e)4,. 7 v :: m-4; 7 n 9i,7 
1- ) -
Ql , vl 
t 1 , u 1 , ~ f'·- ! . I'\ r/ l.t .. ( l,)...._ C Ct..-..._\ e._.cr·L-\... t -'.'. \' J 
A smo.oth ... model--· -surface is beneficial in obtaining hydraulic 
simil arity between model and prototype. This purpose is accom-
plished by placing different materials having le s s specific 
gravity ..,/ .. than that of sand in the model, thus reducing both 
t he value of e and t he difference between m and n • 
. h, (.l;J t .. " (\ £} s- > 
In this case, ;:kn expression can be obtainedr-us-ing-
J;.El~"s instead 
Q = -:r. Q 
~l is t he saue a s for Eq.15. 
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- - - - - - (151 ) 
.f,J 
The methods stated thus far · are mainly the experi-
,,.,- f\ 
ments on general scour and those on the movement of sand 
particles, caused by improvements on the river channel. 
·~ ~:\-,.~ (:).:'(:,..t i 
It is doubtful, whetl:ier the quantitative and quali ta--
/\ 
tive conclusions derived from the above theories are applicable 
to local scour caused by piers. Even in rivers v1ith fixed 
beds, the problem of backwater due to piers and the resulting 
dynamic pressure are still far from solved. Accordingly, it 
seems difficult to find a dependable law of similarity for 
experiments on local scour caused by piers. 
The experimental results discussed in this paper are 
mainly qualitative and it is re gretable ttat no adequate measure 
is available for applying these experimental results to natural 
rivers. 
-27-





The most effective and economical oeasure for the 
stability of piers is to form the piers of shapes which give 
t he least resistan ce to flow and cause no evident backwater 
or sc our. However , pier shape is limited from the view-
point of structura l stability and construction. 
Durand-Claye (1873) . ran a series of experiments on 
( I &C/ U. ) 
t he effect of pier s hape on scour. Enge lsAcontinued Durand-
. (I D-,J ) ( 1,'h(?;\ (! /\':'?) 
l -, ..,- ' • • ' ' f '·.., , I 
Claye 's work . Later, Rehbock , Winkei~ind Keutn~~~did some 
A ,\ . 
C • 
more exper i mental work~ on scour and gave qualitative conclusions. 
1) ) I . / f ' \ 
IV i l·/\ . 
..Be-cause-·of t he i mposs iblity 
e,t. .. c.{ (,1.-;_(J___ e.f' / 
similari ty,, a•-'they ... used small 
of obtaining a complete l aw of 
1 J,J: (! 
models E.-i1d ·negl ected to t ake t he 
) 
bed mat eri al into considerat ion. 
Hence, it is difficult to attribute t he qualitat ive 
differences of scour in t heir experi ment s to the pier shape. 
·/ ( , ,. : .. ·, _/ . i f- J f.' 
t ~ , . .. .. . ' '· / .... . ~ .. '.'- ,_ l' · ' .. --t_ 
It • 1 , d " nn• lt
1 t 1 t h• f" d" t t 1 is
1 
a. -so ... 1-1 1-1. c-u · o app y e ir in i ngs o an a c ua case 
in the field. 
For t he study of scour caused by t wo lenticular piers 
(with sharp noses) of lenght 20m and width 4m placed 14m 
apart in a 50m wide river havin:; a dept h of 5'a and a discharge 
. ( 11 21•.'- 11~·.-) 
of 1000 m3/sec., Kurt Sch;.\larz,, .,u s ed , models having a mode l ratio 
of 1:100 and three sizes of bed material. 
1. Diaoeter of individual particles less th an 
1.5 mm, of which 67% are l ess t han 0 .4 mm . 
2. Diameter of individual part i c l es l ess t han 
1.0 mn , of ·which 7E3>& are le s s t han 0.4 mm . 
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J. Diameter of individual particles less t han 
0.5 mra , of which 95;·~ are less than 0.li, me;. 
By setting the time of run from J minutes to 9.6 hours for 23 
_, . (j J.. __ 
c,,v:, \)-- e_.\:'..}, "c"-1-., .:' I ,) 
runs, he found that considerable difference in scour pattern 
for each time _ inte cval bl! changin,.:; the bed 
results are shown in Fig. 2. 
\ 
l,-. , 
noticeable S rom a study of the law of 
similarity on t he problem of scour 
caused by piers 
I, ~ , r , ../-, -
{"'t\ . ,.A! -1-- '\ '\-" ,_;, 
Cum. Time - -- ~ 
I t - ' I~ 
\.. 1·~'<; ),\ ': ::-. '--"'- . 
- This paper --discusses the experimental technique -u-sea---
ci,.., ii /\().;) ,tLt ( ~ C:'.°'-> 
to~ e.:v.aluate ·the effect of pier shape on scour. 
(9) The Pun>ose of the Stll_ctl and the Experimental Tech~ique 
A. Purpose of study: 
For investigating the effect of pier shape on scour, 
the author made a preliminary experiment on critical/ractive 
force on a river bed without piers, thus verifying the conten-
tion of Kuetner and Kra;ner t hat a river bed has a constant 
critical tra ctive force for eacL different size material. 
Models of several shapes were then inserte d at the center of 
flow for 20 ninutes under conditions of critical tractive force 
ln 
determined previously. Base-d--·-on these exper i i~1ents, the author 
investigated t he effect of oier sh un e on scour and also observed 
... t-- <" .I LI ,·/ I/ 
.,() ~) / - • J 
the flo vJ pattern around the piers/\~H1d the me chanics of scour. 
·-- - -- . . . . - ~- - ··------· ,----·-------- ------ --- - - ..-
' Using the la\, of .3imilarity for models, the author tried "to 
--·· .... -- . 
derive quantitative re~ationships from qualitative experimental 
-29-
._ results but omitted· them··from the discussion ·in- this paper~·--- .. . 
B. Equipment for e:~periment s: 
A circulatin.; flumt:20rn x 1.82m x 0.455m with a maximum 
bed slope of 1/25, as shown in Figs. 3-5 (p.J6) was used for 
ru:'lnin3 t he tests. The maximum discharge possible through the 
" ,, 
circulatinc; system wa s 55J) s~·c. Water is pumped to a tank of 
heighJ by a spillway, 2.70m3 capacity a nd is kept at a constant 
. _ __) 
then allowed -to flow to the upstream end of the flume through 
a pipe. The discharge is controlled by a valve on the pipe and 
is meas ured by a sharp edged Bazin rectangular weir connected 
with the dotmstreara end of the experimental flume. The steel 
tail gate was used in adjusting the depth of flow. The tail 
gate wa s ope~at~d ve!y accur ately, t hus the re suired depth was 
}.i_e., 1., .,t . c.c ·, t. ;~.1 .. , / {:· .. 1 :·-t e.~, c{. rtt \ t- , 
.e.asily--- obta ined. Thick circular paper of lcrn cliar:1eter was 
used to measure the surface velocity of flow. 
c. Pier models: , / t rt .1 t- 1; . 1, 1• t / 'T J ' · / .,· A J I .• •• I ( I, . I . • t . ,. - n o r ct C/\... 1D t ·t : <..{~ ,- ~, "{t· L\ 1-·C· (' ~ t"c\. c,,_ . .{; , ',\.S: ······-·-··<--, •. 
¥-or·.:.the ·purpose·· of-- con1parison vvith available · field-
,.da-t-a-, '.·10ode1: _mo_dels_. o! ~xi~t,in ;~_.J..pie1 sh~pe s i·1ere n; ade • . These 
{ -{f \ r-~t,.!''t.,Pt-l( ;.( lki_t{,._, ,lhQ. I\.Qi~ !0..-'":2·V.l...~ v· .t r C;/\ C:l ·\·\~~\ 
models v:ere1,or di uensions 30cm x· 15cm x 45cm :w:i:t,Ji~ nose and 
tail a s shown in Fig. 7 and Table J. Fig. 6 is a photograph 
of the nose and tail which were used in t he experiments. For 
the p~rpose of studying the effect of pier length, pier models 
( of length 11. • 5, 10 ••• 60cm were constructed. Circula/\ pier 
models of 15cm diameter and 45cm hight were also constructed. 
Acutally, from the point of beauty and stress, the cross-
section of the lower part of pier should b e larger than the 
upper part. From the viewpoint of scour, it is beneficial 
-30- .... 
for the nose of pier to have a slope of 1:2.5 instead of 
being vertical, but in order to s i mplify the comparative study 
on the scour phenomenon pie rs with a constant crosssection 
throughout were used. 
D. Sand used for exp eriments: 
Sand passing No. 6 sieve was fill ed to a depth of 
10cm ~ niddle --~o~/ of the test fl ume. Water wa s slowly 
added until the sand was covered with water, and . the bed was 
screeded to the r e quired slope. The water was drained from the 
fl ume in order to avoid the effect of water, before scour mea-
. surement s were made. Table 4 is a sieve analysis of the bed 
material collected from the bed at 5 different locations. 
I ·t . ;' ,.·'.·,.. I - I . ! I ' ) . 
• ,.... \.· '-. ~ \ .1 .. '~ 
1
1 \ ~ t ', ... ,,~ V"'. ~ - I c.. .\_,...t ~ t, }• /'. l I I tl . ·) 5 
E. Preliminary experiment; 
Determination of critical conditions. The critical 
tractive force F for the sand analysed in Table 4 was computed 
0 
by Kramer's experimental formula (10) and Indrfsi: experimental 
formula (11), which were assumed most reliable. The computed 
values of mean F
0 
were 64.15 g/m2 and 63 • .35 gr/m2 from (10) 
and (11) respectively. In order to ascertain these values 
experimentally, first, the bed slope was set as 1/800. By 
controlling the tail gate, water surface paralled to bed surface, 
to obtain uniform steady flow was established. Under these 
· conditions, the discharge vms increased untill the bed material 
started moving completely. The formation of ripple s was recog-
nized as the limit of bed stability. At the critical condition 
the discharge, the depth of flow and th e surface velocity were 
carefully measured. Fig. 9 is a surface velocity distribution 
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curve measured at the critical condition. There was no evident 
fr,--(' 
ripp~e charge 30 minutes after critical conditions were reached. 
b: ) I '. 
But, as a result of gradual irregularity :1~ the bed surface, 
..---'\ 
relatively high ripples, about 2 ('..-J {§_ f._o of the flow depth, wer0 
\ C1 
fa observed after 60 minutes. 
The above experiment was repeated and flow depths, at 
critical condition, of 5.17cm, 5.20cm, and 5.19cm (mean 5.19cm) 
were measured. Then 
- F0 = 106>( 0. 0519x s6o = 64.88 gr/m2 
For a second experiment, a bed slope of 1/600 was set and flow 
depths, at critical conditions of 3.94cm, 3.91cm and 3.90cm 
(mean 3.92cm) were obtainted. Then 
Fo: 106xo.0392~ 660 = 65.33gr/m2 
A slight difference between these values is recogniz-
able. However, owing to the difficulty in the deten1ination 
of critical conditions, this difference is considered as exper-
,tl.c>± 
imental error. Thus it has been shown ~t-he F0 is constant for 
each size of bed material. Based on the above mentionejcon-
clusion, the critical tractive force of the bed has been J . .r c.tcu_J~ 
_,g.ssumect·· as F0 = 65gr/m2• This value has been used in Table 5 
as critical conditions for the scour experiments. , ..In·- Table '.5 s hoc0.5, 
-+he * are measured value~. The wall o!} the flume was painted before 
the testing program, hence the wall effect was very slight, as 
shown in Fig. 9. Moreover, the depth of water was used as the 
hydraulic radius for computing the velocity coefficient in 
Table 5. 
F, Experimental technique: 
For investigating the effect of the shape of nose and 
-.32-
tail on scour, a rectangular box of 11 = 3ocj and different 
shapes of nose and tails, as described before were used. A 
pier model was placed at the center of the flume and the water 
was allowed to flow, at critical conditions (as Table 5), for 
20 minutes. Accurate measurements of water surface around the 
pier were made during the experiment. After the flow was 
stopped, scour depths were measured by means of a point gage_:J 
For investigating the effect of pier length, rectangular models 
.. err, 
/_., . of lenght 11 = 0, 5, 10, •••• 60 ill with circular noses and . t~~ls _ if ( , .. ·I./ ff'n.,J"' (t,...,, (1, , !t(' ( '· t,, \:. !:"1.,._,_,_.t ,, . .J( . ... r--




investigated. Table 6 is measured terms. 
(10) Effect of Pier Nose Shape 
Minard (1856) proposed that the scour at the pier 
nose is always maximum and effects the stability of the pier 
itself. Later, Rehbock and Keutner stated that the scour 
around piers is evidently affected by the shape of the pier 
nose and it is advantageous for reducing the scour to sharpen 
' the pier nose. From the authors test, series A1 , A2 and B, 
this fact can be recognized. As seen in Fig. 10 the scour is 
~cv, .. ~ .... ur. t {t) .f!..,v 
symmetrical on each side of the pier(\.with maximum scour being 
I ,- 11 , ' · ' r te r iJ ,..! r, , ,, .. 5!.,r-" u,:.H found along the pier nose. J.n ·t.,}-\,;,: 1'·'-' '·'·\ , . 1!-.1..r~,c.,.,0"· ... 1 ,. ··-... ,eST-'> ,, .•.. '· 1 ·'-
·t L<.. n-o' " 'C.:t..,,~ OS~c,".t .l. L,. f ,c,i, II, 
A. 'frre·--result-s- of ·-t-e-st- /Series A1 and A : ·are--as -shown 2 ! . J1._l ' / // ./1 
~Frg-;---1-1--and· Table 7 s L 1)( ,i5 t /,.l l\\f. c~ .. •c, recl 1.,-,-J , ... :: .. s "t 1\ .5, cc-.!.-\. l-Jul"'\ (L .. J c{:t·l 
CIA-':>''"t- v , ) \ t '-l. l'.:.., . 
The depth and width 
'), rJ,. 
by the angle "of nose of pier. 
of scour are considere~affected 
This relationship is shown in 
Figs. 12 and 13. , If the an gle between the line tangent to the 
l j I J , t l· ...- .l l l. ' I I I I , tv, ,1,,,1 r 1 rt ,, .w! 1,,,,,.,0 t1·. 1 .t1.,, • ,~ .1 c, • . .C: ~·v-··'-' 1, tv 
1 nose .\and the ceriter line of flow is, ~1 , the relationship o~p 
with the scour depth and ·width is as shmm in Fig. 14. It is 
beneficial for reducing scour to enlarge the ratio of length 
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of nose to half of its Hidth 2.f2/b. 
/ .-··· -- - "" ~ -- -·--:i 
I 21": / \ V The ,"- ·~~---·b 'ratio is limited 
by economy arid strudtural and construction difficulties. Fig. 
15 is a relationship between 2f 2/b scour depth, scour width ) i:· 
and the horizontal cross ~ sectionf 0
1r' c{he st6~~';: .. h~ie. In Figs. 
12 .~· 15 > the continuous lines are for an arc type nose and the ,f?... 
dotted lines are for a straight type nose. L!_he following ;:).._ b 
salient points from these figures are worthy of notice: 
i) The relationship between the angle of nose of . ). ~ .. (". , / P, o} lU ( ~ \-' 1\ 1),~ _\ \ti'-' ·-~--
pi er and the scour width K and k is shovin in 
0 S {\ 
Fig. 12. It is seen that the srnallar the angle 
the smaller the scour width. This decrease in 
scour width with a decrease in angle is obvious 
for angles less than 40° for an arc type nose and 
30° for a straight type nose. But for a straight 
type nose, there is a little effect of nose angle 
. i -.lv 
for angles less than 200. From FigS. 14-~, 151 ,an' increas es 
and k can be observed with a decrease in 
s ~ 
arc type nose ( t / : 9c?). This is due to 
./ 
I ()' . 
~ ~ 
an increase ,,9fc.'8 • For the same value of ,.?.; k0 
/4.·)i\(1. U .l-v 
and ks are -larger for the ar;:c ~ype the.n the . ,, . 1 ,Le_ of! ,L/b..1 
0 .,/., r . 1,,,. . ~., ,, J hv-· 1!1. . o ~~- )\ •,t IJ,(.t. ->t -v,,.,. a:. t,t .. . ,., .. .., , .... ; v . (:".. , • .,., ~·"' 
straight type nose. -Tri.e-se---facts- ca,n be---09served ·- · , 
i!,t v (v U'.. t.(\ \. 2::,.,..1 fi--r ~~Lt t1.-·r(·iy ;, c. ·t (--,,. -1./.  .,i c·.7.,,-;_, ,,,,iJ<.f t:r1r ~-l'/.< ..; ,.!,- ,.,/ o.-0 _,a r...c..-,, J....< 
.£x.orn- Fig. 15. For two ·arc type pier noses, ks is 
found to be inverseJproportionaf~ 2 ;f2/bj The 
relationship stated above are important for the 







Smothness of the transition point F seems 
, important in decreasing kf but, it is seen 
from Fig. 14 that kf is only slightly affected 
by the angle/:9 for an arc type pier nose and 
there is measureable effect for the straight 
type pier nose only when~ is less than 45°. 
For an arc type nose, as se en fro m Fig. 13 the 
scour depth at the top of the nose, ts, and that 
at the transition point F, tr, decrease consider-
ably when d . is less than 60° and 40° respectively. 
tsf-Al'r\ 
Moreover, for the case wh'ere··(A is larger than 50° 
ts is larger than tr(ts '7 tr) and for a less than 
/\)A<..rJ 
50° it is vie';" vers_a, i.e., tf :;> t
5
• The maximum 
-t·"-~ .a.Ur._. \ ·1.,L~ )\,~ -i,!._. 
scour occurs alone; ,,S F. When d is small it moves 
r-= • I' 
towardj /f ; and when 2' becomes large it moves 
towardj the tip of the nose. The straight type 
nose has the same tendency as the arc type nose 
except a = 60° is the demarcation point between 
ts and tr· ttl\ l~-:::::: tr (d < 60) ~ ts( d.760°). 
Values of ts and tr for the straight type nose are 
larger than those for the arc type nose having 
the same angle 6 .. One disadvantage of the straight 
type nose is its inabilit y to appreciably decrease 
the scour depth tr by decreasing the angle of nose 
6,. There is no difference in tf for a ~ight 
type and an arc type nose for the SG.me value of 
-35-
:!Yi./b 
~ ->< of (3: c· __ y_Q,, but ts for a straight type is less 
/ than that for an arc type, as shown in Fig. 15. 
iv) The pile-up of sediment near the tail of a 
pier has the following approximate variation: 
The pile-up has no evident effect on the stability 
of the pier itself. The size of the pile-up is 
scarcely affected by the shape of nose and especially 
for the two arc type nose, the above values are 
almost constant. As seen from the experimental 
procedure, the results show only the effect of 
pier shap on scour. Hence these results give a 
qualitative measure for pier shape design. 
-7 B. Comparison with Keutner's experiment: 
Keutner used a flume of 0.65m width with a layer of 
sand 0.2m thick covering the bed and established 
v'O-Y-./ rg 
run v-a-:r4ed between 150 minutes and 4$0 minutes. 
-/-j,"-y,e 
a de.p:t,h of 
~-oxe,,; 
Zinc -plates 
of 12cm width 25cm length, and 50cm hight with 8 kinds of arc 
type noses and tails were used as models. Fig. 16 is a plot 
of the experimental results for a model with two arcJ type noses 
and a semicircular tail. 
~< -,,,.,, 
For this test series, k
0 
'.-: kr when 
;~· 
~ : o o· ,,....., 
<-') 90 ,..._; 31 • 3 , and k0 :? ks when .·:\ = 14. 5°. Maximum scour 
t ma~, occurred at the top of the nose when Dl = 90° then 
-36-
f t , 
.... ,} , h ,., L.·.\.\ 
;,v·· i 
' moved to AF with a decrease in the nose angle ~ and occurred 
again at the tip of the no se v1he n .) = 14. 5°. 
From the curve, Keutner proposed O = 3s.3° as the 
ideal pier nose angle from the standpoint of scour protection. 
The author, considering the prac t ical application, used 3 
larger t ba n 33°. 24t. for the two arc type nose and 16°42:r' for 
the straight t ype nose. The author doubted Keutner's experi-
~ -) t 't, t;j, 
mental conclusion that k0 and '\~ ... -.:~ax were considerably reduced 
,;..:i. - 0 l when ; /J - 38 .JO and that maxi mum scour occurred at the top 
l--1 
of the nose,,;'.J ,.When :7) = 14. 5~ Keutner attributed these conclu-
sions to the s udden change in scour mechanism caused by a 
chang e in the flow phenome non. The experiments performed by 
the author did not verify Keutner's findings. Keutner neglected 
to consider bed material as a variable and thus erosion of the 
. ev e,-,. ~ f >·1 :J t 
bed might have occured -before the piers wereAinse r ted. This 
may be the reason for the different findtngs of Keutner and 
the author. ,; / /) J I) , 
t f..t r · C),>,\/.,.l S 0-"'-~ l'Yt\.(IS' 
0.,A•A 
O. Series B: "Table 8 ~Fig 17. 
Compar ing the result of series B, -Ta:fu1·e- s and- Fig .• 
t -17, with serie s A, it is seen that variations due to nose shape 
are almost similar. Moreover, series A and B were run under 
different critical flow conditions, (a) and (b) respectively. 
Judging fro m these conclusions, the qualitative relation-
ship for pier shape obtained in these experiments are appli-
cable for natural river of different size bed material and 
under different flow conditions. 
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(11) The Effect of Pier Tail Shape 
According to Engels the shape of a pier tail does not 
affect scour around a pier nose. This statement wa s verified by 
Keutner. Slight scour was observed at the pier tail inspite of 
pile-up of sand at the rear part of pier. Keutner, -Judging· from 
' fi J-1· A q.o ~:{ 
this fact, pFd~ed that there is some effect of tail shape on the 
t),,-/ ,vl t!t.At, 
river bed~ ~ However, scour and pile-up of sand at the pier tail 
\~ )l 1 Ci ~-LflJ l v / 
do not effect the pier stability itself. kSc~~r at the pier tail 
1 ,_rr-o 05,, ci,cJ.rA / ~ -- -1 ~j i l. ·, \ ~-- ,.,A,..:"'( 
J .is -.ass umed to be controlled by the facto: t_~n ( ~ 1 , where ·, r--~·--···--
-------
J 
11 is length of tail (Fig . 11). &ti,/ ~ ' {2.£;/b) 
From the results of series c1 and c2 , Table 9, the ( 
author has shown that the shape of the pier ~ il does not effect 
scour around the pier nose. In these series the pile-up (hights 
1 1 J C, ) f b h. J,, . ) were ess t ian /\m o sand e inl · the piers were measured but 
scour did not occur. 
By decreasing the angle of tail 2 (Ji , the following 
phenomena were observed: 
a. height of pipe-up J~ and J{u increased ; 
J ' .I.. I 
1 
Uh:> , o.,~u.5 fA$ 0v,·.0 
b. width of pile-up au and /\au decreased ) 0,-'.A, 
c. Scour depth ~ and distances ac, ~ f' av and ah . \_ ~,~ . "-f' 
did not change. { ,, o,._ , , , , . ,.a.SJ._ 
J j ' / , ~A__,.t, (.,~, 1 I L' 
If the flow around a pier is -t-r-arqui-l, backwater and 
flow resistance on pier are considerably affected by vertical 
eddies along the pier tail. Rehbock proved this fact and proposed 
piers with stream-lined tails, so that eddies are kept to minimum. 
As stated before, the sharper the pier nose the less the nose 
scour of pier. Despite the effect of pier tail eddies on the 
sand . pile-up, the no se sc our is entirely unrelated to these 
eddies. 
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1 f ' ' .: .{· 1,...,-:,b e./\./ ) ' .-,./Y) -,~Al- f; ~J:. ,J·· .. ,·.~ I ·/ 
,:;:* pier having a sharp nose and tail is _/:,;\. cr-f;-~ J ...t.- ! -su o- d,e.s-ted- as 
o a 4 i .. J fl 
j ,l,.Q .. (,{i_.,( " '.l.Q. •• 
the ideal shapei,, A sharp ~ - nose 
I \ (l, 
A,-~.:-l C', /r' ,c ,'\-·\.-p L(l<..- L, 
reduc e the scour,,:- de --~t,. 
crease the backwater and the resist ance to flow. 
{12) The Eff ect of Pier Length 
Pier models, with a semicircular nose and tail of con-
stant wi dth 15 cm and length va rying from 5 cm ~ 60 cm were used 
as models for series E. The data for scour at the pier nose is 
shown in table 10 and Fig. 18. The followings are the salient 
conclusions worth mentioning : 
/~ ... 
1. The scour width K and k at the pier are not 
0 S 
related to pier lenft, . 
fa~ ·l) 
/ 2. Whe1y.,~)/b is less than l, the scour _width kf is 
.,.,..,,-·· 
,. .-· fairly~on s t ant but there is a slight increase in 
l, kf as · 1/ b exc~eds 1. This ~s because of the 
ct (~ ~.L d i r,t\ ot ~~r v'0'.t:c-
e ff e Ct S of .-incl-i-ned <'flow at the pier nose. For 
f ,c,e...b- rv\. ,,,. {:u,l . ·/( ,\cl tt> f e.1.:u-'\ n t;,. "t{; }',{,t -~ small , 1/b the I fl0\'1 will .-st-r a-i rrht ·e-n··-out·· near F 
' /' / f, j ' 'i'f •{ I jJ. cl9 t;rU.C>j lf"I ' o1.c.t /?.lv\.,,· . .) .. (\ .. 
butJ for large 1 / b the -i -n-c-1-ined · flow will con-
, ) " 
tinue further towards the flume wall. 
J.Scour depth t
5 
and tf are almost unrelated to pier 
lengttr'\\. Only when i 1/b is very small, these values 
iJ.f~, ...... --- .. -- .. . . 
increase slightly. On the contrary, ( tfl') decreases 
'---Y 
increase of Jfl/b, moreover, considerably with an 
when f 1/b is larger than J.O piling-up of sand . fr / 
}--- . . . J 
will occur. This is because 1tf9 is -·directly af-
1 ,_j I 
fected by scour at the nose when .,. 1/b is small, I i P'-"''~\~) t'5, ,:-,s. "-'l<:__.~ 
also when 1/b increasesifand t.piles-up at the tail 
due to the effect of vertical eddies along the pier. 
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4. It is not necessary to consider s and pile-up at 
the pier tail in connection with the stability of 
the pier. However, the variation of size of pile-
fl ' ~ I v~:, \.\·,(.;', 0 ; ,j \,Ai l 




-0.4cm - ~ f 1.5 cm -;- f 0.7 . .-----', hS . = cm ---- ~ , / 
'h s' 
., 
hu = fl.5 - ~ f 2.5 --;:,. f 1.1 cm ) 
a. s = 1.J - 4.1 cm {(u - 1. 5 ·------4. 5 cm / -
t{v - - 20 ~ /-47 cm 1 {!h - f29 ·-,;;---10 cm., -
(er r __ ~'= 15 ~ 11 cm,) [i ,,cL Ou': 110 -7 ;:-0 cu,:'' h-1,_. 
(?, / ,' - () 
J 
The hight of pile-up increases for , . 1/b between o and 
l. 3 3 and th en de ere ase s with higher .,/1/b val u~ 
Cl s; {I u and {Iv increase as ~fl/b increases, on the contrary, 
1' 
(}h, !//1 and C!u' decreases except {/u1 is almost constant for .i'1/b 
between o and l.JJ. 
Judging from the above conclusions, it can be shown 
re-
that the length of a pier has no ~ffect on the nose scour which 
is the main controlling factor for pier stability. 
(13) Two Circular Piers ---
A. General 
Data for two circular piers is very important at the 
present time, yet only a few experirw.ents performed by Nagler and 
Tirnnoff' are available for two circular piers. Timnoff made his 
experiments on a new circular pier which is to be constructed 
rie"ar. at1 · old -bridge . pier. ' ~His "conclusions are: 
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1. The stability of a pier is mainly controlled by 
scour at the pier nose. If the old pier has a deep 
foundati on it is advantage ous to construct the new 
pier downstream and as close as possible to the old 
one. On the otter hand, it is better to construct 
the new pier upstream if t he old pier had a shallow 
foundation. A new pier thus located will protect 
the old one from excessive scour. 
2. In case the spacing of the piers are not the same, 
the new pier should be constructed upstream of the 
old one if its spacing is larger and down stream 
if it is smaller. Here again it is advantageous 
to locate the pier as close as possible to the old 
one. 
Considering the aboveiindin8s it is suggested that 
the two piers be put so close to each other that the pile-up at 
the tail of the front pier may fill up the scour at the rear 
pier, thus avoiding the disturbance of the riverJbed. Series F -.. 
was run to investigate the relationship between scour and the 
spacing of two circular piers. 
B.Series F 
The result of series F for two circular p~er models ___ __ _ 
. 19 C!v..c! :?-o -- ------··--- - .--' 
of 15 cm diameter are shown in Table 11 and Figs. -}9 ;;.;-21:°; ,,:The · 
important conclusions derived from the series are as follow: 
I 
1:v-
1. Scour widths k0 and ks atr point Sare independent 
1J s//(J/d·1y 
of the spacing of pie rs, ,q, while kr ,\increaseps 
" with increase in _.·1. Thus it seems that the values 
b\2 
and kf may o'e- reasonabl e, considered as 





I , related only w-:i:-M1 the front pier. Comparing Table 
I ../ J 
1 11 with Table 7) it is found t _hat the t wo circular 
piers had a similar scour pattern to the wall type 
pier. 
Scour depths 
ing 4, but a 
ts and tf are indepe ndent of the spa c-
i/A 
relatively large variation of ti' with 
respect to -~i, wa s observed. As seen from Fig. 20, 
,{'1. fl 1.,0 0 () 
tf1 decreases for values of - 1/b betw~l:3n -J.--;-00- and f.b i N 
). Sf> (/)_, '\,-----·- --~:, ( 
·2-=-00, but a further increase in the '-~ l_/ ,,b r atio does 
k "'-j, values of tf.,: . In general, when the 
near 1, the pile-up of sand caused 
by the front pier is less t han the scour caused by 
the r ear pier, hence 
./ 1/b increases, the 
b t;1 is relatively large. As 
~ 
thus tf' P:\!.~t!~~pviL~_:fJ.~~,\1;!:;t and decreases. For cc-ertain values-0-f- l j-b, 
,tr,, 
''·:Jl these effects are approximately constant and tf:/ 
does not change much. The s ame reasons may be applied 
to the scour t at the rear pier. 
Of course , fo /extremely large values of .J 1/b, t f 1, 
and t2 will be the same as tr and ts respectivei} 
'When Y1/b~ 2.67, there is only a little piie-up 
-1( 1-, f),. 
. t\..t- t \ \.. :L .,J.. (' c) ,1..,~~ 
of sand .,at·· r£-n and considera ble scour will occur on 
"" ' -""'-, IJ, 
I t ( ',/ 
the enti r e bed surface around the piers. A sudden IJ I/ k , 
.JiJ. r:----·- ------x--- r l>l r-- ,. f 
depth downstre am of line ·Am k ~ l 
" \. _ 1 .') _:),' 
of t he scour around the rear pier 
increase in scour 
1{1·1:"( 
~~- , ·is the effect ;' ,.:. r. ·..,/ 
nose. As se en from Fig . 20 the values 
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/b <' / 
/ \"\, .l-/ . J 
/F'·. ,,. 
and i<.f?, which are affected by the scour and pile-
up caused by the front pier, have a measureable 
change as the values of fi;b change,and these 
values approach k0 , ks and kr as the values of 
/ fl/b approach infinity. 
4. The variations of t
1 
and t 2 are similar to that 
/::.,] 07),_.----· Ir/ 
of tf; but only t 2 has the same reason as ( ~J, j--
previously stated in~. It is appropriate to ex-
plain the variation of t1 as follows: 
When ./1/0 is approximately 1, t1 is affected 
by scour at the rear pier. 
. '~/) Q.<t.·'-~,L 
-:t-ncreases. 
Hence the value of t 1 
Since this effect decreases with an 
increase in 11/b, t 1 also decrease~ to ii certain , , 
_t-f-c.}~ v<:>\..- , ·Fr·: · (O r!j f _)' \.>-O-.u.l~[:.10 c~F ~1/b ·d1\ ,~ c-i (f.'.,\./Clh,, ~-<1..Lu.r~ .1 
extent. Wl:len-·t-nis -- cond1. t -1.on-.. 1.s-· established ·, a 
further increase in /1/b does not affect the value 
of t 1 • 
5. The pile-up of sand observed behind rear pier is 
as follows~. -~ 1\s ' 
(h5~ - 1.9 -~ 2.3 cm ,,_:,/ 
hu = 1. 9 --';::- 2 • 7 era 
(I~~ : 100 ·-...;"- 70 era 
1
\ \ J {,( u ~ 1. 5 cm 
I 
/:~ {( s ~ 1. 7 cm 
! I ~ ,· 




1 to 2, and then were approximately constant. q u was 
consta!lt when /i;b increased from 1 to ·:2 but a 
slight decrease,if was observed with a further increase 
17 
in J 'l/b. The pile-up along the 
dent only when .( i/b < 2. Values 
//( 
1 . . A '\ ) . ine : n1v was evi-... ' .,,., C'\ ·- ~ 
or :av~ between 6cm 
and 7 cm and {ih between 
... _ ·>------ ··--- ......... - --. -- // 
"~·V 10 cm and 14 cm were 
r - · 
measured • .,) In general, two circular piers are ~ -·----
similar to the wall type pier. However, the disad-
vantage of the two circular piers i ~ the rel ~tively 
large scour hole between the t wo piers. This effect 
is balanced by filling and scouring caused by the 
front and rear piers respectively when the value 
of / 1;0 is near 2. 
14. Effect of Flow Time 
Scour increases with time to a ce r tain extent until 
equilibrium is established, then only very slight scour occurs. 
In series n, 30 cm rectangular models with a semicircular nose 
and tail were used at the critical flow condition (a). The results 
of this series of runs are shown in Table 12 and Fig. 22 (Refer 
to Fig. 11). Scour was evident for the first 5 minutes but the 
change in scour depth was very slow after 20 minutes. Accordinz 
tH ._. .. 
to Keutner's experimental study, ~~ increase in scour is more 
evident for large values of 2-CC. Fig. 22 is a plot for 2 ~ = 
180°, so that, for small values of 2 0: , the time re quired for 
· reaching equilibrium is less than that shown in Fig. 22. The 
above mentioned reasoning was followed by the author in choosing 
20 minutes as the run time for his experiments. 
15. Conclusions 
1. A river bed has a constant critical tractive force 
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Fo and its numerical value can be obtained from Kramer's fonnula. 
' tftJ. (;-),. J (er/., 
If the tractive force is le ss --.tha-n- Fo, the effects of depth, H, 
and slope, I, on the scour phenomena are almost similar. The 
scour depth and scour width decrease with a decreas~ in flow 
o.i-
depth and a increase in slope if the flow is ~~the critical 
condition. 
2. Scour occurs within a relatively short period. 
The increment of scour is less with increasing time. 
n 
J. The scour at the pier nose is maily aff ected by 
A. . 
the nose shape and is independent of the length of pier and the 
tail shape. Scour decreases by sharpening the nose, and the ex, 
,/ 
scour pattern is measureably affected by the '., angle of nose 2 ~ • . /
The scour patterns for the arc type and the strai6ht type pier 
noses are quite different. However, it is difficult to conclude 
which type nose is superior. 
4. The results of these experiments can be applied 
to the practical design of bridge piers in the field. However, 
economy, structural stress, ease in construction and beauty are 
also factors that should be considered in the -ul-t-±mate design 
of the bridge piers. The author proposes using a.··nose angles· c/:::: 2.rrvlfo0 
f t; i·· "" 1 , ,. , , ('; _( l' c'/ 
;, .. ,.,; . , . v'VvCt,1~(.(V \ .- "t 1/'J? c_. 1\-0--a . .Q.. cv,,. [ 
(\ex ~= 206 """'30° for I the straight type nose. He also recomr.1ends 
usin~ a tail angle 1.5 ~2.0 times as much as that of the nose. 
5. Serious scour occurs between the two piers when two 
circular piers are used, hence it is recommended that this type 
of arrangement not be used. In case pf· economic reasons dictate 
using this type ,. of pier, it is desirable that the spacing 
between piers be approximately twice the diameter of the piers. 
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16. Additional Remarks 
A. The effect of pier arrangement on scour. 
In regards bridge maintenance and river regulation, the 
follo\ving factors should be considered before constructing a bridge. 
1. The bridge should be constructed on a stra ight reach 
of the river. 
2. Skew bridges should be avoided and the piers should 
be paralle~ to flow. 
But these requirements are difficult to satisfy due to 
economical and geographical limitations. In natural rivers the 
flow direction is not always parallel to the piers, especially, 
, I I 
{l(,,[;f,-6)<(j,J . 
during f1?od flowspwhen 'it is difficult to judge its direction~ , 
(;r l,~~~ ~-;~,, ,ccd_ ~v/ J.,~ f~ -'1/.._,L~:) to __ (tl L (;.,,-t-, ck:_s !.f >·,·ver.s . ./'(S-rclcU:./1,,h,.<,~,:., l~ i1~ d;vpcf,t,·1 cl f li::...5 j 
. For investigatip.9 the relationslup bet,veen diagonal 
,0 rtl-J-111 ,·>-va 
G) on 30 cm 
I 
flow and scour, the author
1
\-r-a-n some tests (Series 
rectangular models with a circular nose and tail. 
Ci.A-€ j e,i.,,'5 
The tests --were 
run under critical flow condition (a) and the angle between the 
irtuV_j,5 
flow and the pier v-~ried fron 5 °to 40°. 
a.. 
Keutner used models havin51, two arc.stype (2 ~1= 1019:) 
a. 
nosep,;f-',-\-j\:nd a semicircular tail and used 150 minutes as the flow 
time. His results are as follow: 
'When the angle of skew to flow is less than 5. 5° the scour 
pattern is the same as for~= o0 • Hence it is desirable 
to construct piers with angle of skew to flow less than 
5° 5°. Moreover, when G· is less, the pier will callapse 
toward th~ose in case of scour failure, but when 0- is 
A_· 
more than 21.5° the pier will fall perpendicular to 
I the pier axis towards the upstream • . Thus it is necessary 
I -.~-
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I,{. r,bc.e.r,,, •'\, 
to protect the river bed both at the nose and the /\side 
of a pier. 
B. The me chanism of scour. 
Keutner, based on his experiment a l study, explained the 
· mechanism of scour as follows: 
Due to the pile-up of water at the pier, a lateral slope 
will be formed along the line perpendicular to the pier 
axis. Edies are formed as a result of this lateral slope 
and these eddies along with the bottom flow, scour the 
bed. The lateral slope is mainly controlled by the nose 
shape. In front of the nose the water surface forms a 
reverse slope to the flow and considerable scour occurs • 
. 
Most of the sand scoured out at the pier nose will pile-
up near the tail due to the vertical eddies along the 
tail. 
C. Protection of scour. 
A reasonable pier arrangement, an adequate cross section 
and a deep foundation are important in decreasing scour and in-
creasinc pier stability. Armorplating , riprap, protective mate 
and masonary block are the most effective methods for improving 
pier stability. 
The qualitative result of these experiments are also 
a ~easonable guide for scour protection in the field. Engels 
proposed using a foundation mat besides armorplating. But Keutner, 
through experiments, proved that foundation raats protect only the 
upstream of the pier, and serious scour occurs downstream of it. 
Keutner proposed the use of the pier shape shown in Fig. 24. In 
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case, a pier of" this shape is not available, the following comple-
mentary method should be employed: 
1. Sharpen the pier nose as much as possible from 
the foundation to highest water level. ~M Use 
M" a ser.i i-circular shape above the highest water 
level. 
2. Use steel sheet piling in front of rectangular 
piers to form a smooth pier nose. 
J. Leave sheet piling , used for foundation excava-
tion purposes, after completing the project to 
prevent deep scour at the nose. 
-4$-
--~-., 
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IV THE EFFECT OF PIER ARRANGEMENT ON SCOUR 
17 General 
According to Dr. Miyamoto, the important factors in 
considering pier arrangement are as follows: 
1. Avoid using a extremely narrow place or a river bend 
for locating a bridge. The number of piers also 
should be cut to a minimum. 
2. Consideration of the flow direction at flood periods 
is necessary in constructing a bridge. 
3. Piers should be widely spaced such that floods and 
floating debris can be drained. 
It is desirable not to construct piers in a narrow 
1 .r/ ,,~  ,{ .1 r:. 1--f.,. t..-...-1 s river channel. ..1. . • • 1.2..::c._~~:- -· ~ /--;·· --:,; 
1H1.v..,.-f;i;e . .).:; 5ho, :..L~ hd ,6e... f.7 1e-:1 ,&.) le,,- ri ve Y5 IJ1 f/; banks tl..;id (..(,,",-11).,/4,:c 1.-:f;,~; 't ~!L{ 
Piers built in rivers with a meandering flow pattern , f-..: 1> ·C1.cLc .l·," 
I • , , .;./ 
Jil.<>'\.J,i.v-. ""'-~ v.-J. 
or with low water level should be more widely spaced. lcc.,-.. f /!"' 5A- t ,'.:.,.. 
79~ For parallel dual bridges, it is advantageous to 
adopt the same pier spacing for both the bridges. 
fo-/ rr'v e'f~ t.)i fj); 
/~ .. ~h ~ s . 
It is difficult to satisfy these factors because of geo-
graphic, geologic and economic limitations. Rehbock made model 
tests for a railway bridge on the River Wilsent, an:l proposed the 
use of a pier foundation shown in ~ig. 25 (a). 
Fig. 25 (b) shows pier foundation actually constructed. 
They used an octagonal pier foundation on a square caisson, 
built the pier on it and protected the bed surface with riprap. 
-2-
I . The author investigated the effect of pier arrangement 
on scour~ The main experimental terms are listed in Table 13. 
18 The Effec~ of the Angle of Skew Between the Centerline of 
Flow and the Pier Axis. 
A. General 
A skewed pier has greater scour and the scour hole is 
more irregular. However, due to geographic, geologic and economic 
limitations, skewed bridges are required in some cases. In this 
case, considering the bridge structure and the characteristics of 
the river bed and flow, precise considerations should be given in 
selecting the type of pier to be used. In natural rivers, the 
direction of flow changes with changing stage, accordingly, it is 
Y\.tU..,;.~ r,,.,v'<l /4,~c,v-{ -to t,{v pt.iv O.Y'.,' ..s 
-reasonable . to consider --lateral- flow /\in a bridge pier design. 
As shown in Table 13 the following models were investi-
gated by the author in his test series G1 - G4: 
1. Series G1 - A rectangular pier (30 cm x 15 cm) with 
two arcs type nose and tail (Type 1 pier) of 
,P.,: 1 3°44' (No. 9) and 123° 52" (No. 5), 
respectively. 
2. Series Gz - A rectangular pier (30 cm x 15 cm} 
with semicircular nose and tail (type 2 pier} 
for comparison with Series G1 
J. Series G3 - Same pier as in Series Gz, only used 
critical flow condition with slope= 1/600 and 
depth= 3.9 cm instead of slope 1/800 and depth 







Series a4 - Two Circular piers (I= 15 cm) with 
a spacing of 30 cm {center to center). 
The results of series G1 - a4 are discussed in B, 
C, D and E. 
Keutner used a pier model having two arcs type nose 
(2 0\ :: 101°) and a semicircular tail for his experirnents. He 
placed the model as shown in Fig. 26 and set the run time as 
. , _,,,--::,.,.,-- ko 
. 150 minute s.k The relationship between the scour widtns , K
0
, 
~ ,-/--, , ri ·-._;I 
~ Cfr, and ~f:t 1and the angle of skew is plotted in Fig. ~?v 
k.
1
r The relationship between eJ- and the scour areas along the 
two sides -~f the pier wall, fr and ft, and the maximum scour 
. ~ ') 
depth, ,t '--~ax·, are shown in Fig. 28. The conclusions are: 
./ 
l. In spite of the fact that there was considerable 
• 
,[ " increase in kfr with an increase in ~, the scour 
11' " ... 1r . 
. lf<J , 5., . F. , ,-- ~ , 
areaAalong the pier wall only slightly increased 
and the sand piled-up at the tail spreads out 
over a large area. 
Hence, special consideration for the stability 
C f.cc,. 111, e.Q_ 
of the right hand side of a -pier is not necessary. 
. cJe-~,nd ~ 
On the contrary, on the left side of a .p-i,er, ~ ft ~..,u1..ut-:-ed. 
u ,v0-: .. cw/\r-.-l...C. LJ \,J 'vtC 0-,.., i'...-,U\L"..~--'1 .... l..,.,. e tko,\0f\ k fl c0.Vl.l..-.. ..u..{ . 
,.j_--s-ine-r-ea-sed·. In general, the maximum scour 1\. 
tvvi. J.., , .. - ~ 
occurs at the pier nose when 9 is small~ 1. As 0-/ \ 
approaches 2/. 5° scour is evident at the tail and 1-he 
ma ~l~ufY] scour ..shiffs -lo +he tr:,;/ 
when 6'is 27. o0 
-4- ... 
Thus a pier tends to collapse towards the pier nose when 
& is s mall and, due to the relc-:i.ti v e ly deep scour along the side 
wall of a pier, when t!r is increased, the pier has a t endency to 
collapse towards a direction parpendicular to the pier axis. 
2. If 0 is less tha.n 5. 5°, the scour pattern is the same as 
for (f = o0 • 
B. Type I Pier: Series G1 
After a careful study of experiment4results shown in 
(l,\t/l 
Figs~ ·ff 29 to 34 and Tables :S 14,f: 15, the noteworth!J conclusions 
are as follow: 
i) A measurable increase in scour k~ k1 at nose were obse5ved : 
0 Jth,s oJ th t ,'p c.f 1"..Q n,,-~--t:.. S 
with an increase in 9. Scour-cl--e·pt-rrs- k 0 and kl0 /\were fo:111.~- 1 _ ~ 
to be directly proportional to 0 j ~k:~ ·~:~15 kl s/7 f;;~/~{~~·t;;~ '1 ,i, "-·"'-' 
slightly when e is s mall but a sudden increase is observed when 
S C,o l..l Y l.v \ cl 1)1.$ Cl} ,t},.,l. (L1..\ {, {~11.., J _,..t,,ll i f,;1 (),,,~, 1·S,J_., 
e = 10~15°. /\ksl and k~l" increase rapidly when {} is small and 
the rate of increment slows down as 9' is increased. 
The curves k and k K and k51 have simila r rela-fr sr' f 1 r;;·-...\ 
tionships with the angle of skew. On the other band, curve\..~ 0 ·-. 
has quite a different relationship than the others. 
/ 
ii) Although the scour boundary line K0 Ksr K5 r on the right 
C'A.l' ....... 11-,L ~ Fi 
hand side of the pi-er, is parallel to the pier wall S \ff?, ·th~ line 
K
5
rKfr gradually sepa rates fro m the pier wall as 8 increases. · 
'!'his is due to the effect of ecce11tricity of flow at the tip of 
clv"<.,,,.c.e.,~ 
the nose S. On the left hand side of the -pi-er, the scour boundary 
line K~'- K0 Ksl Krl irnrnediat ~ly separates from pier wall S F1 • 
The deviation of the line K0 Ksl is very sli.ght when 8' is larger 
~:r than 35°. The line ltfl Kf'l . sepa rates from the pier wall when & 
is larger than 400 and the scour fan becomes wider down: stream of 
the pie r tail. This widening is due to the eccentricity of flow 
of flow and the increase in velocity. 
iii) From Rigs. 33 and 34, i-t--4-s---impor .. t a .. n-t-t.o--stua.-y- th-e-
r I 
.. , ,. ~-t-uat±·on--o-f .......:t-he---ooints ·-K---and·· K~'-~· The points K0 and KJ 0 _.l..-lrttt .. o o· 
seperate from the cen ter of the pier when eJ is less than 25° 
and then are constant until 0 is 35°. A further increase in 
e again attracts t he points near the center of the pier. Points 
Ksr and Kfr seperate rapidly from the center line of the fl~~e. 
However, points K~ and Kw change very slightly due to a change 
Sf, .f ,(, 
in the angle of skew. 
iv) As see n from Fig . 32, there is a great difference in 
c.,/,.fi/4-,, t,.(,c 
the rate of scour on the ri6ht hand and left ha.nd sides of a -y.h-e-r. 
On the right hand side, the scour depth decreases rapidly with 
an increas.e..lin e and the scour depths trr, tmr and trlr change 
signs at (} = l u . 5°, 11. 5° and 9o re spe cti vely. ·when CT exceeds 
20° the height of pile-up remains almost constant but t 1-,e scour ,. 
)YIC<Xlnt,(.l , YI\, 
patterns are different. The line of -max-pile-up is semicircular 
around st when 0-3 _ 00, ..... and shifts towards Frl' when 8" increases b.-----.._ ____  J...________________ s\ -. I 
W''ig. 30;:- 33.c,; (~_otte~:_ :~:-~f). The front line reaches point Fr? 
when (:} = 20° and passes point Mr when f7 = Li-5°. On the left side 
vfttv,,n.J/)... l ' ~ -- tfl'_,t_ 
of the p-i.er; the scou r depth~ tsi and Q.':j!:j incre a se ;1 i th an 
increase in e . When (;)- exceeds 40°, the scour become more evident. 
ts1. is mini:num when 0- is about 5°. Since the scour depth; ts, at 
the pier nose S increases rapidly with an increase in t!r, it is 
necess ary from the viewpoint of stab ility to protect the pier 
nose. When 0- is l a rger than 40°, ts increases and tfl decreases, 
This is because the point of maximum scour shifts from Ft towa rds 
w~ ~ - ~ 
S and t become~ t when &7 50 • s,\ ~ max 
-6-
V) A·type I pie r with a sharp nose is considered an ideal 
pier sha pe when 0 = o0 , but scour increases rapidly as 0- increases. 
c..fv,,»i',I!,( 
'l'he scour width on the right side of a -pie-r increases when 0, is 
larger than 10.--15°. This condition is not harmful to the stabil-
ity of a pier. ~ :, 
On the other hand, both the scour depth and the scour width 
C ( ;,.., i, , i-1.,1..{_ 
suddenly incre ase at the nose on th e left side of the p-i-er. As 
a result, scour a t the tail becomes evident when ff exceeds 40°. 
,,:, 
This scour pattern is due to eccentricity of the flow at the 
sharp nose . 
C. Type II Pier: Series G2 
The scour pattern of a Type II pier is different from 
that of a Type I pier. The results are shown in Figs. 35 to 38 
0vv,J... 
and Tables 16~ 17 (Ref . Fig . JO, 33). The following compa risons 
of results of Series G1 and G2 are note worthy. 
~ p_l , , 
i) Scour widths 'f/. and l<.,i increase slightly at the nose. / ,~; 
f{~r ~ I\ ,.,./ 
But opposite.tendencies are obse r ved for curvesf'K_s_.v and (,K::I!. s :d from 
[._ k I' \- '---_.........., 
F . J6 C ~ -J<s7; 1 · · $r~ ~ - • 1.g. • urvec Ksi 1.S a mo s t !nm1.lar to \F~ s rl except when Cl' ~ 
\T0, ·11~l10"'; . ,(r--f.r ~ - . l.r l I -':-
Small. The -fl-u·cHn:i.a-v1:-0-n- of r1f:'f \ 1.s almost similar to that of LI\. sr : 
' '-.: V t~ '--.....::-' 
6,, . -,:: K{ r 
when Cl is less t han 20°. (K; / has a slight increase when e-
3 () 0"" '3 s- 0 Y< / ----,/-- ,-.._ .!Y 
exceeds -20-0- where ~s·1tJ' \ increa ses rapidly. Curves for depths , ,. / , sr' -
\2-;i-(iJ and (KJ~£t:w2y s ke:; the same relationship 1dth (t, however, 
-;urve~ is quite different from the others. 
f ri - - -------------~j_Y I f v ii) Scour boundary line Ki K K has a similar s hape close 
o sr fr 
4-
to the pier wall at the nose but gr ad ua lly parts fro~ the wall 
downstre am of pier. Near the point/sr · the boundary line tends to 
cpme close to the wall but the l? ounda ry line dow:nst !eeam from ~fr 
-7-
seperates rapidly from the wall when flis larger than J0°. This 
I 
is because eccentricity of flow at the semicircular nose has bcL .1 
less effectiv'e flows along the pier wall. The evident seperation 
of the bound r,ry line from the wall, when fJ is larger than 30°, is 
due to the sudden expansion of the flow width at )4' r· 
C f.r. ,,n.c.J 






J./fl at the nose has approximately the same shape as 
SF but grad ually seperates from the wall at the down /\ stream end r V 
of the pier. When 0 exceeds 20 --· 25° the line K8 1 Kfl parts from 
the wall and the scour width at the tail increases. The region 
of scour spreads out over a large area when0-· exceeds 30°. This 
is due to the effect of eccentricity of flow at the pier nose , 
(in the pier nose tested, the effect of eccentricity is not affected 
very much by a change in the angle of skew) and the increase in 
velocity. 
iii) Using the center of the pier and the center line of the 
flume as a base (Fig. 33), the results of the tests are replotted 
in Fig. JS. The point K
0 
separates from the center when (:J · is 
small and approaches the center when &· is approximately 15°. Kl: 
has no change whenfris small and rapidly approaches the center 
as <9-increases. The points Ksr and Kfr on the right side of the 
. r)_tv-,,ws._0_ 
.p.i--e-r seperate from the center line very quickly but the rate of 
seperation is far less than that for a Type I pier. On the con-
;- I'! 
( fJv it l\ (X 
trary, points Ksl and Kfl on the left side of the ' . ..pier approach 
the center line when e is less than 20 _., 25° and then seperate as 
e7 gets bigger. The following compa rison of the scour pattern 
for a Type I and Type II pier can be made. Points Kl~1 and Kfl 
except, when e is less than 10°, - E.- have similcT fluctuations 
with respect to ftand the scour boundary is parallel to the pier 
wall on the left side for both type of piers. 
iv) Comparing Figs. 32 and 37 it is seen that the two type 
of piers have different trends for the rate of scour. A decrease · 
-t_, .. 
in the scour depths tf , ~ f-/_.,:"' ahd tmr on the riGht hand side of -r/rJ.. 
, t r , r 
c,,!,t.f1.-i\ \ \.f/\,_ ' ..._ __ ./ 
..pi.e-r are observed. Tb~ fan representin6 the maximum depq ~it is 
/.: / i / ' \ 
semicircular around ( sY when e = o0 , but shifts tmvarctC¥,) when 
e .. 35 f"-/ 40°. \ f3/ 1 / f:r /, < .f!/ ---- {r:/ 
/ ls . / J l- {'ij' , --- -:-'\ 
The scour depths on the leg/ Sid
1
':,.!/-l'-~rticularly l t~ ~d ~~ t_ ,, 
increase with e ' although , Gi's) and -t;t/:show only a relatively/ ff. .,,.__ _;_/ ::J 
mild increase when 0reaches 30°. This is due to a reduction in 
the fluctuation effect of flow-eccentricity, by rounding-off the 
tail shape. The value of _tf '..t is maxirnwn when e is 45° but0-; )"\ · Cs,,, 
"--...::..-
becomes maximum when e -is about 5~ 
The scour at the tip of the pier nose, ts, increases with 
an increase :hn 0 . When ft reaches 30°, ts tends to decrease. ,!. 
. . ---- ---- - Vm11;x 
This is due to the shifting of the maximlliil scour, ~~;i ~--- from the 
\..__ ____ ___... 
tip towards Ffl. This pattern 
---- )_ 
is very evident when ()· is larger 
_..;·_,. ·· '-~ .... ,o_y... 
than 30°. t ~~:.:) occurs at the point on the pier nose which is 
directly facing the flo,·1 and the value of <rn-~? is nearly con-lt __ /-_. 
stant when 0" exceeds 20°. -/;.,,,o.x 
v) A Type II pier is desirable when Bis large, because 
the skew angle has relatively little effect on the scour depth 
around this type of pier. Thi scour hole on the hight side in-
creases in width when{} is large r than .30°, but this is not hc:,.rm-
ful to pier stability as the scour depth is r educed. 
t,X"-M' ,v_i -
On the l eft side of the ~ier a mild increase in the scour 
depth and the scour width are observed at the nose. At the pier 
-9-
\ f , l 'J . /. 
h (AC.ti. ~.-Q...S ,\,./ U) .. t 
tail, the sco~12~2:_ease s'}..and the scour width -e.-e·erea-se· 
~8 approaches 30°. It is worthwhile noting that the 
maximwn scour shifts to the tail when 0- is about 45°. The 
/ l)../ 
discussion just completed are the conspic1 ous differences between 
a Type II and a Type I pier. These differences are, due to the 
rounding of the nose and tail of the pier so that there is no 
evident change in the eccentricity of flow by increasing the 
skew angle. 
D. Type II Pier: Series G3 
Series a3 was run under different criticla flow condi-
tions but with the same pier model as series G2 • The test results _.. , -Co o.,.~& 
are shown in Figs. 39 i 41 and Tables 18~ 19. The followin g com-
fy:___ . • - -
Jfarison can be made ·with series G2 • 
i) The scour patterns for series G2 and G3 are very similar 
and the fluctuation of the scour with respect to 0is alike for 
the two series. This show that the condition of flow does not 
affect the scour pattern. Thus, it (fijsuggested that the quali-
tative results from these tests can be applied in the field. 
ii) The values of scour depths and scour widths for series 
a
3 
were less t han t hose observed for series G- 2• 
l1--
From the re-
sults, it is considered that the scour depth and scour width 
decrease with a decrease in the depth of flow. This conclusion 
varify the findings of Series A
1
and B[(lO)cJ. 
The rate at which the scour decreases with respect to the 
depth of flow becomes evident as the skew angle gets l a r 6er. If 
\ .) ( l tk 1~~-;:r-t( \ 
k _ __,,-K and t are the differences of scour d-e-p-th and scour w--11d-t h between 
the two series G2 and a3 , it is seen tha,/ ~ and t increase grad-
-10- / 
k 
ually fore: 0 - 30°, but after e -exceeds 30°, no difference 
between the two series is recognized. This is due to eccentric-
ity of flow and other complex hydraulic phenomenon. The detail 
is discussed in the next report. 
E. Two Circular Piers: Series G4 
The scour patte r n, except at the 
of series G
4 
is quite different from those 
?w'-tl (J_,t/--, 





of the pier, 
G2 and_ GJ 
for scour 
deptd and width for Series G4• The symbols are shown in the 
definition sketc12zj Fig. 43. When two circular piers with a 
large skew angle are used, each pier directly faces the flow and 
thus acts as an individual pier. 
ye_/ c1-:ft'cn5/j 
In order to study the -e-f-f.e-c-t - -0f- more closely, the 
author assumed ea ch pier as an individual pier and determined the 
scour width and the scour depth at each corresponding point which - -- - - ~:\ ------a;;- shown -; -~-- K0 -· and t O in Fig. 43 with dashed lines. The scour ,:::__._ .... ..-
Jl width in table 20 and the scour depth in table 21 are tabulated 
in Table 22 and plotted in Figs. 49 and 50. 
4.p 4'0? 1¾ . . 
The following are the noteworth conclusions from Eigs. 
~ 43 ~ 50. 
i) The scour depths k 0 and k'o increase with an increase in 
skew angle, 0' (Fig,~4ld. When 0-"is larger than 20,...29° the rate 




decreases in ma~1itude. The 
r}.._t:<,\\:\(,t 
scour depth k on the right side of the p-i-e-r- decreases with & , 
1 sr . ~ 2rec~df ~ tl"-'' e ~s 10-rfi H r. ,, )-~0.. · whereas, ksr increases rapidly Ji\ On the ot ner hand, k' sf, the 
scour depth on . the left side has a direct rel ationship with &and 
k' st is almost independent of 0 -. 
·-11-
•'t!,\ 
Although, kfr for the front pier has an increasing straight 
line curve with respect to 0, Kfl shows only a slight increase. 
kf, 1 for the rear pier decre ases rapidly \'.'he n cf is small but 
shows an increase at e = 250 and then has appro :;dmately the same 
tendency as kf.t" k1£. decreases for e = 0-25°, then increases 
with 9-. 
c,·.:_ 
The increase in the value of k1,e is evident when & 
reaches 35°. !n general, the s and scoured from the upstream side 
of the front pier will pile-up on the bed between the two piers, 
_however, the s and will be washed downstream because of the scour-
ing around the rear pier. Inf Fig. 4$, M represents a marginal 
..J 
point which is directly affected by scour around the -fron-t pier A 
and M' represents a point which is affected by tractive effect 
. ;- , · · to.,, t ,Cy "M 2., c=-,..- i N 7 . 
of flow due to the -rear pier. If 1-MaJ = a _ (IM') = ~ ., .The varia-
" .:;,,./ Ii! _____..,- ~ -.._ I Rn..., ,. 
tions of points M and M1 with respect to the skew angle are 
plotted in Fig. 4/+. Point M sepp rates from point 2 as er-increases 
and is at the mid point of 1 and 2 1·1hen e, is about 15°. This 
point moves back towards point 2 until f:rexceeds 30°, then the 
point sepe r ates from 2 again. 
r1. o - l m Point M 1 does not move uhen c;;, is 15 ,-; 30 but begins to move gr 1c 1 (LA- <-·1 
towards point 1 when 8' exceeds J0°. 
ii) It was reported in the previous r eport that the scour 
pattern for two circular piers , ( ~/b = l,..._, 2), parallel to flow, 
l.,U".J. l ( v "\,, t() 
is -t-l-1-e.-saine--as,_.,that for the wall Type pier. From the above 
statement, it is suggested that~wo circular piers with a small 
skew angle may be considered as a wall type pier. Based on this 
assumption, comparisons on the scour patterns of series G
4 
and 




·The fluctuations, in series G4 , /\ widths k \k' , k k o ;; ; O' ~JI sr' S ile ' 
le~rand kst with r espect to Gr, are similar with those for the 
Type II pier when @·is less than 5-10°. A further increase in 
0-"ctoes not have any particular effect on the scour width on 
J,_J\,", ''-vl · 
the right side of the p-iff, howeve :c , a measurable charge is ob-
J .jv " ,,J. 
served on the lef t side of the ~ i er. Although kf and kfn for the 
r fr-6>,\ !!.,, 
front pie r shows a different variation viith~- 0--'-ttlap.' the type II 
pier, the variati on of kfr is not evident. kft on _ the left side, 
e, y.,C .et\.{ s · . 
shows considerable difference when 0- 4:s-·_a bout 25°~ This pattern 
is closely related with vertical eddies · which exist betwe en the 
two pierJ 
When 9-- is small no change in the eddies is observed, bµt 
as er increases the eddies move towards the right of line 1-2. 
The movement of eddies, as 9'-increa ses, · reduces tr.eir effect on 
the rear pier. At(!}--= 25°, this reduced effect is evident and 
each pier acts as an individua l pier. .~ I 0 ,,. · P.... 
/ 
iii} If it is as s wned that the two piers act as individual -·- ,~ /' / '-
piers, the variat ion of scour width ' k' \ is as follows: 
-~ -
At the front pier, inspite f f a slight increase in k0
0
, k0 sr 
. ksr ·--y~. 
and k 0 st have a tendency to decrease (~~-~; <.. k 0 s.f), and the scour 
width ko fr and ko fi show a slight decrease ( k0 fr~ k0 ri). This is 
be cause the front pier acts as an indi victual one .and- al-so-- as-·· 
, J. I , .0. ' fi , 1t·f l/ f:1 i,J ,vJY t .,.., 1:;1 o •• ~ c-1.... ll~ '-· _ 
( 1ncrease,$' t\the rear pier has t't",ema-rked effect on the scour width. 
k0 l/l and k0 fJZ also increase suddenly when 0-"·e 25°, and J0° re-
spectively. This is because the rear pier acts as an individual 
pier and the re s ult of the effect of scour at the front pier. 
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iv) Fig. 49 is a plot of the variations of the scour width 
C 
using pier centers and flume center line as a base,ifomparing with 
series G2 and G3 for the wall type pier; it is found that similar 
relationships as written in ii) exist. 
v} Fig. 45 is a plot of the scour depth t. The following 
are the essentia l conclusions derived from Fig . 45: The scour 
depths at the front and the sides (ts, tfr and ti:f) of front pier 
are the same as in series G2 and G3 for the wall type pier. When 
.e,- is small the scour depths at the sides, tf'r and tf ,£ of the 
rear pier are no different from the wal l type pier. Herice two 
circular piers, as a whole, can be considered as a 1vall type pier 
when 8" is smal~. ( ·[ ,, 
r.° ·, _... - II"\ 
i i -----8 and \t -~.m~;remain constant when 0- = 15-'35°. This is due to 
a balance of the tractive effect and the piling effect of the flow. 
•/ I Z e '(_ c..2-f.d 5, 
\ When 0' r..ea-che-s- 3 5° the tractive effect be come more pronounced, 
t~~ and tm' incr~-~~e. .{_2. 




r"\.= ·· 20° is the 
I:,""" ' "I\ 
h f d 
~ -;-, . . same t at or t,e an ,t m_, remaining constant. A further increase 
~- \ t l"iy /NV\.,C,( .!.t . 
in 0- causes an increase in tr,£1,approaches ,tf"f}; On the contrary 
,J...,~~-e/.1 Sc.a1d 11 1!] ?'.+it(1 f'.1-1 1 
tf'r d-e-cFeases when ef reaches 200 due to the/I. effect;, />',.f>'.t decreases 
again at 0- = 35° due to t he piling effect caused by the eddies 
behind the rear pier. 
The scour depth t 5 , at the rear pier has the s ame variation L 
0 t:o ' ~--- l. .1. 
as the tail of a ,..,all type pier. It !\approache,s · the value of\ _t_j., 
when tr is ext r emely l arge. However, the more the rear pier acts 
as an independent pier1 the greater will be the scour depth around 
it and the more harmful the pier will be to its own stability. 
-14-
:"J · 
vi) Assumine the two piers as individual piers, the scour 
depth t 0 is as sh0vm in Fig. 47. The pattern of increase of 
-···· . . r,, .,.. .. -- _,, J--11 6' '.\. 
~ s_o ·, ,-~f:r:_~; (fr~o· and ~ -g~r ~~i£h respect to e- is corresponding to 
that of the wall type pier with a shorter pie r len~th. This 
.{· 
means that the fro~pier shows up the characteristics of an indi-
vidual pier. Because of the effect of the rear pier on the left 
cl .. c \\ 1,1.t - o <f 
side of the f..r-0nt-one, the scour depth tr£ _;. is greater than 
t}r4: The increase of tD/\ t~, Q~ and t~ l? when 0 is larger.Bi than 
5° 
1 
shows that the rear pier act? as individual one.}) The piling up 
of sand behind the front pier is the reason for the slight change 
.JS-
___ ..----fnthe·-;iiu;;--~~ and t 0f, J,'ff.:, when G = 20 ___, ~50°. However, as 
J_ o l""1 e -,c CQQc{ .s. , 
l , 2. cr--re-ache-s - 35° the rear pier acts as an individua l pier more and 
~ ~o~~-~and t},Jl,:,; increadgradua lly and approach the values , 
o "---~.,, o 6 A t1 J. cJoc ~- ---· _ ... _ --t;,,,. of t 5.£1:- 2nd tfn,,.,,. respecti_ve3;1. -ll-i41-a--l-l-y, _ the value# of t ts 1 nR-El.,, 
JC, 1,1 { ,_-···, '-,:;/ 
... ,._. • • .,.~. • , ' $ . r,ti,, . ~ . . t O \ 0 
·.p1..·n:.J:1:i:ll-· .. coincide ;,-a th ~t--h·o-s-e- of . .::~1::..atJtl,\~ .f.:· -t-rt- ha-s- -t-he-·"Same·· 1/7%,K.,.. . :.,' _J..0 - ·- · . 
, -~ 0~ 
.ten-de·nc-y- as--tftr·· ilL-v.) -,-·--wh·en c9_..~i-s·-1·e·ss-·.'.:'t-han- :3 5.Q·, -·--bu t ... as .... :th.e r:e .. i s 
,p-3:±4ng-e·f-fe·ct-~tlwer =wecra·:res· a t = t·:tnr·r ear·- pi.~e-r ~·the,-value--of,.v-t~-rr·r· 
"'--f-t/-----;3>" vi.i) When 0--is less than 5° it has no effect on the scour. 
[, 0 
· The scour almost remains constant when G-is 15° - 35° but the 
scour depths behind the front pier and the upstream part of rear 
pier increase with B'. 
However, the rear pier acts as an individual pier when S-
is large r t han 35° which is harmful to its own stability. The 
disadvanta ge of using two circular piers is the effect of 0- on 
the scour between the two piers. 
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F Conclusion 
Since series G1 , G2 , G3
, and G
4 
were performed based on 
previous experimental results (9) the change in scour pattern 
) 
amotig the different series can be attributed only to the skew 
angle of the piers . This statement was verified in series G2 and 
G3 under different flow conditions. Hence the results of the ex-
periments are found to be qualitatively reliable. The skew angle 
does not affect bed scour only when 8--is slight, but the scour, 
both at the nose and at the tail, increase with e . This rate of 
increase is largely governed ·by the pier shape. For example, the 
rate of increase of scour for the wall type pier with a circular 
nose and tail is less than that for a pier with a sharp nose, 
when &-increase~. In the case of t· • .-.ro circular piers, there is no 
effect on the upstream side of the front pier, but the scour of 
the bed betwe en the t wo piers increases with 0 . Keutner 's 
experimental results Figs. 26 ,-1 2$ shO\'l that when 0 is less than 
5.5° the scour pattern is the same as that for a pier with no 
skew angle to flow • 
...J " ~ ; -;, 
This coincides with the authors finding~ 
/ l'v1•'+ ~ · 
-H-0we-v'e-i1.-;- it is difficult to com pi.ire Keutner' s and the author's 
experiments for different shapes of piers. A measureable differ-
enc~ has been observed in the variation of tmax* and on whether 
kfr? kr£· This difference may be because Keutner neglected to 
consider bed materials, and thus the differences in scour pattern 
among Keutner's experiments may not be only due to the effect of 
skew angle. 
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A. , General 
When the opening ratio b/D, the opening D and width of 
pier b, is s n all , each pier ac+:.s a s an indivi dual t,ier and when 
the b /D r atio is t o o l arg e, it is no t c1 :Jplicable to f i c lc!. For· 
these rciJ.sons, the autho r used D/b = 60 , 67r.J6.07 fo1' series Hn. 
Five model sc.-::les He.i'C u.secl (n = 1, ~, 3, 4 and 5). 
c-P-e'SIT1:t'3 for a · s tandiJ.rd . model ( £ 1 = 
p . .1,.,. 
V ~ ~ \ S n 
is the ~l-t-s for a model of ~l = 
30,0cm an<l b = 15.0cm), 
_JQcr.., b = 1:__5_cr.1. 
Q .n repres ents three pier s of . 1 = 10cm b = 5cm. 
n 
Hn1 and 
represent the series for a type J p4-e.r and a type II pier re-
Hn 
spective ly. All the experiments were performed under critic2.l 
condition ( a) with 2. test time of 20 minntes . 
The following are results of the ex periments , 
B Type I Pier : Series IInI 
Tables 23 ..... 27 are the tabul n tion of the data observed 
during the t e sts. The ty;1e of pier are ~ show:i in Fi g 51 a:1d 
the symbols are those shown in Fig 11 of the previous report. 
The solid line in Fig. 54 re;1resents the scour width for the pier 
CJ) Hhich is nearest to center line (et ssumed as a typ ical one). 
I ~ . (,) . t ;. 1 . , A pier is no on cenG er ~inc, the scour width is less than 
tha t at the center line. This is due to the v e locity distribu-
tion of the flow . These fact s c an be seen fror.1 Fig s 23-27 . 
Figs. 55 and 56 are th e scour ,,:id th s , k 5 and kf a.ml Fig s. 57 and 58 




The note\,·orthy c oncl u s ions f rorn the se fi g ur es are as 
f 01101·17: / 
-< ... .___/ 
i) 
slightly increase v:i th a clecrcv.se in the rfttio !}/b. 'l'hi s in-
crease in sc our was o bserved for th e models H11 and H 2I 
large 
only when D/b was less th an 10. Hence , it i s recognized that 
the effect of pier s ;)acinc- is neglegi b lc \·:hen D/b is larger than 
10. 
The backwater cau sed by a rier is c onsider ed 1 • as n2.v1ng 
a .serioiJS effect on s cour a t the no s e , but tll c scou;· i s also g ov-
erned by the eccentricity o f flow at the pier nose and if n/b is 
not extrenel y sm:,ll this eccentricity of floH h as no eviclent 
change. This is considered as the m;:i in rea s on fork, k and 
0 S 
ts ch a ng ing slightly. The velocity of the flo\·1 bet,-;e e n the 
piers will increase with a decrease in D/b, but no additional 
scour on the bed betl,·een th e piers v:as observed in the experirJents 
as s ee n fro~ Fig 53. This is because critical condition of flow 
were used and only a little add itio na l scour i s exrectcd unc\er 
) 
hig her velocities than that for criticc'. l floh· condit~cons. The 
scour at the trcinsi tion point incr·eases , ·i th an incre2.se in 
velocity due to flow along the pier wall. The flm: is pushed 
back near the point F, thus creatin1:, vertical eddies which the 




f 1 o w ;;i,.p,..J--t,h-e--pns-hi--n ;:-, ·b a c !..:: ..... ef f .ec t. - o f~-:-the- ~-l-~ . The scour pattern 
at point F' is explained in like mann e r. It is r easonab l e to c on-
sider the fixed v a lu e of ts,as the result of a slig ht fluctuation . 
in the eddy. Nevertheless, it i s n ece.:;sary to ;,2.y attention to 
the fact tha t the inc rease in the scour due to a decrease in D/b 
:is "'lig ht. If the ratio D/b is extrcr.1ely small, the eccentricity 
oJrlo~, and the velocity of flow will increase r apidly , snc h th a t 
a slig ht 
ii) 
increase in scour can not be avoided, 
r,·.o re tr,.,·, 
If l\tvm piers are inserted in flume, the sc ou;~ for the 
ik.~~-t ... 
pier which is near to center line is more pronounced than -t·mrt 
for the other~ Tliis is becanse of the velocity distribution in 
the flume. These f2.cts Cirn be seen fror,1 Tables 23,..,27. 
. ..... . --- . ---- -/ ':, --~ -·~. -~ ... , .. -· - ..,./' 
/- '-..... iii)- In general, f~-~-t-;t;b~-~i~~-t ... fl·~~·;; the direction an _ d-<1. n- '. 
/
' ' ----- ,..,.,,,. l - ~ : 
, tensity ~f velocit y at a point is not consL:int . '!'h_us·, the vel-
'
/ ._.... ,.,.,, .. , 
--~ / 




flow is not always c!ividecl reg-u.J.tarly ori'. both sides of a bridge 
.. -...... ,_ .. :•'..,,· . 
pier. The fluctuation of the int ensity of flow can be ob served 
,,,.·al, · .. · , .. _ 
fror.i the r.ovement of the s.-: n~ particles -a-t.- th--e-U-r"+----of-t -he- p±er · 
no-&€. Since this phenomenon is int errupted by flu me wall, the 
scour on the bed n ea r the wall -fle¼'nst-r-e-arr:--o-f..---thc.....p.ie.p ... is de-
/ creased. 
C Type II pier: Series ll TT 
D .J. J . 
C'"' - -..-• ; .. • ""'° - - " -• ~ .. .-,-u•,,-• , __ , __ _ ,_ , , .. ........ ...,_,.__,,..,, •• ,._r 
The results of t:lis series is shown in F4-g,.-,-~5 ()-a ,nd 
C 
Tabl~ 28-32. For comparing the scour widths k
0
, ks and kf and 
scour cl eDths t
8 
and tf, with res pe ct to D/b, for the Type I and 
,V'J?.. 
II pier, the da ta ,.i-s- plotted in Figs 54-'58 as ;(/ da shed line~ 
-19-
• 
The following f act s are observed: 
i) The tendency for the scour t o increase in mag nitude with 
a decrease i n th e ratio D/b i s slig ht l y l a r g er for c>. t y pe I I ;)ier 
than that f or a Ty pe I pier.. Th e scou r fo r this t ype o f f)ie r is 
g reater fro ~ the b eg inning , hence, th e rate o f incr ease is a~-
proxirnately s i mil~to th e other s . Reg a rdl e s s of th e no s e shape, 
the r at io D/b h as no .effect on the s c our at th ,! tip of the no se . 
f v\d- · for 
This se-eHP-- dept-h, i s th e same as /\the scour d 0pths tf I and ts I a t 
the pier tail. Mo r eover, the concln s ions s t a ted in ii) 7.unt:::;::l:T:f"p -
of (B) are also r ecog ni zed in thi s series. 
ii) As is evident fro m Fi g-!>.54-' 58 , both th e scour d epths and 
the s c o ur wiG t hs a re les s f or a t y ;)e I ;)ier th c. n that for a type 
II pier. Th e diff erenc e in th e scour pattern bebrnen the two 
type s of piers, is evident for t h e scour ,d clt h k 0 and k and the § 
scour d e pth , ~s' which are mainly g overne d b y the ec c entricity o f 
"·' tkt.i \ t of ..J.-J.. ',\ t ::,_J__. 
the flow;, Only a slig ht d iff erenc e is observed for kf, tf, tfJ -" 
and ts;"'·, beb,,een the two types o:" piers te s ted.) 
D Conclusion 
Since series HnI and HnII were perforr;ied under the same 
critical cond itions ( Gt) with a tes t period o f 20 r.1inut es , the 
different pattern for scour for the tHo se;-,i es may be consicler3d 
as due onl y to a change in the ratio D/b. The r atio D/b affects 
the scour at th e nose and tail, f or a ny sha~e of ~ier, only when 
D/b is less tha n 10...,15. The effect of D/b on scour, it was found, 
,t,l.J- \,_{\ ·)* 
had b e e n over estima ted in fll:-C-V-i-b u-s -exp er-i-m-e-n-t---s--;- Thus, it is rea-
sonabl e to dete rmine suit abl e spacing for p i ers b y considering 
-20-
the geography of the site, and th e g eologic .:ind structural asrects 
of the probleiµ. 
'\ Baclnvater should be considered in the pier const ruction / 
but it does not sceo import nnt from tl1e point of scour. The re-
lationship between velocity d i strib ution a nd the scour, and the 
scour ~)attcrn of th e p i e r which is n e;_\r th e bank were a l s o studied. 
It , .. as fonnd tha t a Typ e I r i e r ( sharpen nose) \vas more advantag -
eous than a type II pier. 
20 The Effect of a K"ew Bridge Co nstructed ?Je a r a n Existin::i: 
A General 
With advancesent in th e field of tr ;:i. nsportation, a 
par a llel arrangement of bridges c a n not be a v o ided in some lo-
cations. 
Timonoff made e xperiments on du a l bridges at the Lenin-
ol.WvY1/,,R.d... iYI (1 3) 
grad exrerimental station. He made the ?eli-o"'1. ... i-n~ suggestio'ns" for 
guidance in the desig n of_ narallel du ~ l bridges. 
___._.,.----- _,,,,_ ___ , _____ ,. __ ,_,, ~......._ - --,. ____ .....,..,_r - - _.. _ _,._ .,.~-- - , _, _ ___ .....,_, ~-· -·· - ,.._,,,_ ,..,. -• ~ _:..,··-~\.' ------ . .-..-----a. Since the stability of a pier is r:aainly governed by · \ r--M .. ____ \ 
I scot~----'a t th_e __ J.ier no s e, it is desirable to locat_c ;i' · ;;;,,. bridg e \ 
i ·---.. , / \ 
1 down stream of the existing one, if the fourid a tion of the existing \ 
! \ 
j brid~e is deep; and to construc:t it upstream of the existing \ 
l \ 
l \ bridg e if the foundati on is slwlloH. \ 
b. The new bridg e. should be located up s tr-e'am of the existi:'1g 





existing bridg e and to construct it do,,,n stre~un if the sp a cir~~ ------,..,- _,/ ~;: 
~ ;·~.i-h c( s~·:e~-r ;; i ~,~--=-=t--~ -- c:;:,,, t(vV'-~ \ j , is sr.i..~ller. 
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B Discussion of Resalts of Series F and G
4
: 
Series F and G are for two parallel circula.r piers. It 
4 
-
is possible to suggest th e scour pattern for two wall type ~iers, 
which are built parallel to flow from the r e s ults of the parallel 
circular piers. The following is th e a uthor's opinion based on 
the result of these seri~ 
1) As stated before, the disadvantnge of the two circular 
piers is 
But ,11 h e n 
the con s iderable scour tha t occurs between t he two piers. 
f 1 /b ~ ,"a,1 scour and the nilin'.:;-UP of the bed material I . - -
are in equilibrium anc: the ued surf.:ce is . kept almost at the or-
iginal state. 
ti.A- tl.J- --tit~ 
, 1 Ho,~ever, the scour -e-&-b..ot..h---s·i <l-es of the rear pier ,-till 
t,0J ~._.._,,. __ J_,1,t.L fy~,"t-rtn/v . -b.,--u ,l·,,,._,.J .. L" ___ ___  -~-__ _ 
-J.....J'.l-G.P.!3-a,&e- 1 f 1- 1 /b 1 s J:.es-s-eh-a-rr- 2- ;-t-h:1:rs-;---af-f-e-ct1 ng tl1 c ·s t -c,b-:t"l 1 t y 
The piling-up of sand is more evident for the wall ty p e 
pier than for the circular pier. According ly, 1- 2 times the 
pier width is proposed as the distance beb,een two wall type 
piers. 
ii) It is seen from series H
0
, that a change in the rati o 
D/b has slig ht effect on scour when D/b is l a r g er than 10,-i]_S. 
Cy: 
Sug r; estion;f) given b y Tirnono f f s eems to overestimate the effect 
of pier spacing. Hence, it is enough only to consider the g eo-
g raphy and the geology bef ore constructing a ne,-: bridg e, except 
when n/b has an extremely small value. 
ii:i.) From the experir1ents on t!w effect of skew angle on 
scour around two circulnr piers, it was seen that e had no 
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effect on the scour when it ,vas less than 5°. 
According ly, when a parall e l arrangement for a ne,1' pier 
and an e x isting pier i s d if f icul t in the fiel d , it is not harr.1ful 
to scour t o arrang e the oiers such that the line connecting the 
cer.ter s of the two p iers makes an ang le less than 5° with the 
flow. Al so , the long er th r~ p ier, th e more eff e ct it will h a ve on 
the bed. In ca se , 8~5° can not be avoided, it is desirable to 
have a long distanc e bet\\•e e n the tHo piers, (at least 4 times the 
pier ,dd th ) so that each p ier 1:13y act as an individtwl pier. 
21 Conclusions 
Frorn the viewpoint of p i e r arrang ement, measures fo r 
reducing the scour on the bed are as follows: 
;L) Scour will increase with an increase in the skew ang le. 
According ly, the pier axis should be par a ll c J_ to the maximum 
flood flow and the skew ang le at any other disch0rg e should be 
less than 5 H 10°. 
ii) The effect of p i er shape on scour increases with 
~vhen 0 = 0, the sharp er th e nose the less the scour; on the 
contrary' the sha rp e r th e no s e the more th e s cour as e in-
creases. According ly, for a river in which the flo,1 direction 
is changeable, it is advisable to const ruct a ~ier with a semi-
circular nose. Moreover, it is al so recoi;u;1ended tha t two cir-
cular p iers, with a skew anCT lC and a l a r ge spacing not be used, 
iii) For any nos e sh<!1)C for the ·11·all ty :)e nier ,. ' the ratio 
D/b ha s a slig ht effect on the scour around the pier, tv hen D/b 
is le ss than 10 - 1 5 . Henc e , it is reasonable to determine th e 
-23-
bridg e span based on geogra phic, geo l og ic, and econoriic conditions 
rat he r than on scour. 
iv) Hore scour occurs around a pier at th e cent er of the 
river than around one n ear the bank. This means that there is a 
close relationship between the f~°'" velocity and the scour. 
v) For the construction o f a n e \v brid~e near an existing 
bridge , the follo wing factor s are su~gested as a guide for design: 
a) The pier axes shoul d coincid e 
b) Ex a.1:i. ine th e found a tio_n of t he 
the location of the ne\v pier (upst re am 
existing oier, t9 
or dmmstrea~ 
determine 
c) The cist ance bebvecn the th·o pier s sh oulci be about 
twice the pier widt h. 
d) \'!hen it is difficult for the pier <1xes to coincic:e , it 
is desirable tha t the ang l e bct\;een the line connecting the c e nter 
· of the piers and the flo H be less tha n ,-0 :) . If this i s still im-
µossiblc, it is sugg e sted that the t\m bridges be located as far 
apart as possible. 
l 
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5. The applica t i on of e xp erim enta l re s ults to actua l field problems. 
( 22) The e ffe ct of model scale 
A. General 
No definite conclusions rega rding a l aw of similarity for a fixed 
I 
river bed is yet available. Hence it is difficult to establish a reliable law 
of similarity for local scour around bridg e piers. Thus it is impossible to 
arrive at quantita tive conclusionsfrom the e xperiment s .fr..o-rn-them:- By refer-
ring to series 
lf,C, l,Jv 
K 1 , K 2 and K3 , the reliability of the experiments performed 
\ 
_can be shown. Herein is a discussion on the effect of model scale. 
t) 
B. A study on the results of series Hnl and Hnn • 
Since series Hn
1 
and Hnn were run ~?:, the same time p e riod 
{t":-~ ... J ! {(' i: .• .; •\ 
(20 minutes) and by-u-sing- the same materia!;'. the difference in scour pat-
tern between them could be attributed only to the model scale for equal values 
of D/ti. The scour data for D/b = 12.19 from fulbes 23-32 is rewritten 
in/ables 33 and 34. The scour depth and width are plotted against model 
£l,,J_ / 
scale 1/n in Figs. 60.::61. The solid line repres ents a'type I pier and the 
dotted line stands for a{ype II pier. The following are the noteworthy con-
crusions derived from the above plot~ 
, 
i) Scour width".> k
0 
, ks and kf will decrease with a decrease in 
. I . f . I I µ_ ~ '.t I 
1,h:l f" l(,1 7J C}\S O /4-C-C-Ut !.1,IU f "\--'! •/v.1/-L 
model scale~ Judging from the fact that the sc0ur- phenome na. 
r r 'i , -1 -~ 1, wd.c.-.. ,,.-~Gov • - (V"\_f rlv /(·1_(__ H \ . 
-¥a-r-ies with pier shap'J and the point at which the measurement 
was t a ken, the scour around a pier results from/complex mechanics, 
and thus it is difficult to establish a perfect law of similarity for 
pier scour. But it is desirable for obtaining reliable quantitative 
data to make a mod e l as large as possible, 
3 
If the horizontal scale is 1 / 20 and the vertical scale is 1 / 40 for 
a model of 11 = 30 cm and b = 15 cm, the corresponding prototypJ 
size is 6 m x 3 m . with a full length of 13 m for aiype I pier and 9 m 
for a1ype II pier. The pier spacing is 1. 8 2 x 20 = 36. 4 m, and the 
depth of flow is O. 05 2 x 40 = 2. 08 m. Applying Eq.12 of the first 
report, e = 40
2 
/ 20 = 8 0 • Thus the mean diameter of the sand , - J 1 1.: - I ,) f 1 -f"' . 
];, oy· (' , , 70 y<f· !_~-~~\·\, U -~oU: O.J1.,V..., .v>~ 
particles is 0.0708 x 80 = 5~664 cm. Y&ing-F-i-g-.- -60-:,-it-is--possible 
I I I I } 1r .1/ !J -~, , ,' r( ,. ,.J Ju, r · ,• ),. ~ J . A (} , , ,. , 
1 , / n . ., I / ·[ I , l,, , n 
'fi r\..l. i ~~.lo1C I'~ ( 1)~1 1/,· \.~ r1.l !C•_! l:;,;\ ~-· r... -/·, r t:· H!·H,, ,·~, ~ ) V--\.. .1.:. .... ~ .,~~1 1.,,,\\ 1/: 1) l i t. ..:..~lt: . /n:.. :i-v )"rv.,,_,<j ~{..,~ 1.1~ 4,,,l,Jl(. ,:;-:_4 ... C-~ 
fu-sugge·st-data- for -practical -use -;-~but:Bince t' there is no perfect law of 
!r&'F(\, er . ,.f... c.itn v--e. ;;(:.-:~.,_,,, , . .'.- c.; ~. 0 o . · · r:t· c_/t:N e.~;~;:-:> 
similarity for the scour width, it is difficult to obtain precise values 
,.µ:. (.. " 7 
of scour width. As shown in Fig. 60, the scour for a ;type I pier is 
less than that for a1ype II pier and this fact becomes more evident 
as the model scale approaches 1 • The scour width, kf , for a 
;{ype I pier, decreases slightly with a decrease in 1 / n • This is 
due to the effect of scour at the pier nose extending downstream of 
of the pier when the model is small and thus lessening the effect of 
sand pile-up behind the pier. A similar pattern was observed for 
the widths kf and ks . when a{ype II pier was tested. From these 
observations it is seen that the scour mechanism changes when the 
model is small. Hence, for a model having a model scale less than 
0. 50, qualitative conclusion!
1
may be unobtainable. 
ii) From Fig. 61 it is evident that scour depth is equal to zero when 1/n 
is zero. However, the figure also shows different scour phenomena 
for different values of 1 / n and different pier shapes. It is difficult 
to establish a perfect law of similarity. 
atpe I pier is s~perior when I/ n J 
Judging from the fact that 
, it is suggested that a ~e I 
4 
>Pier be used in the field. As shown in Fig. 61, the scour depths tf 1 and 
· ;, \1' at the pier tail decrease with an increase in 1 / n , yet it is still diffi2,·ult 
to predict the scour phenomena for an actual pier in the field. It is 
also recognized that the data for the scour phenomen!J, when 1/n is small, 1:· ~ 
are unreliable due to scouring effect ·at the pier nose. 
C. Conclusion 
The following conclusions can be made from series Hn
1 
and Hnn : 
i. The scour depth and width become zero when 1 / n is zero. 
ii. A perfect law of similarity for these experiments is difficult to 
establish, 
moo/els 
iii. It is necessary to use :m-ethod5 as large as possible for obtaining 
qualitatively reliable data. 
iv. It is difficult to obtain reliable data from models, having extremely 
small model scales. 
( 23) The effect of bed material 
A. General ,o 
I 
In order to bbtain qualitatively reliable conclusions, it is necessary 
to compare the experimental results for different: materials. 
B. Sand from River Kizu 
The sand from R. Yasu, used in previous experiments, was com-
pared with sand from R. Kizu for studying the effect of bed material. The 
sieve analysis of these sands is shown in table 35 and Fig. 62. Table 36 
shows the results of the preliminary experiments for the determination of 
5 
. ~ . 
critical tractive force. lnspite{he fact that the mean diameter of the Kizu 
river sand is 0.921 mm and that of the Yasu river sand is o. 708 mm, criti-
cal conditions for the Kizu river sand were reached at comparably shallow 
water depths. This is due to the small proportion of fine materials, as 
,. ,...1 ,-1 / --.; -l&vt (!-{,/ c,,-.,!i0')o_ 
v"V ' ~ " ; ,, (.. 
seen from Fig. 62. These results show that the ·density of sand has a close 
1\ £---, 
relationship with critical tractive force. Ripples were not so evident for 
the Kizu river sand after .. critical conditions were established. This is also 
considered adresulting from the smaller proportion of fine material. As 
for Yasu river sand, the Kizu river sand also shows a fixed value of critical 
tractive force for all slopes. From this statement, the basic concept of the 
tractive force theory is also proved. 
The following is a comparison of the experimental data (Table 36) with 
the values computed by applying Kramer and Indris' experim.ental formulas 
(Table 35). 
Although the computed value (Kramer's formula (10H 64. 15 g/m2 and 
the experimental value 65.11 g/m 2 are close for the Yasu river sand, 
these show a 18. 7% deviation (63.16 g/m2 and 53. 22 g/m2) for the Kizu 
I 
I 
river sand. A similar relationship is observed by comparison with values 
computed using Indri~~ formula ( 11). These are due to errors in the deter-
mination of the coefficient. Kramer also recognized 15% error in his formula. 
Since the specific gravity of the Yasu river sand and the Kisu river 
sand are the same, F
0 
computed from Eq (10) must be proportional to dm/J 
6 / ½,; 
According to the formula, F O = k( w - w c) x, dm , propsed by 
) 
Aki and Sato, F 
O 
is proportional to ),. dm • ~ is the weighted ratio of 
, 1 
the particl/es having diameter smaller tha~ 
1
the mean diameter to the particles 
having diameter larger than mean diameter. 
Although it is difficult to obtain a definite conclusion from experiment/js 
for only two kinds of bed material, it can be observed from table 37 that the 
\ 
ratio of F 
O 
is different from the ratiq; dm/ J.\;'I and /4 dm. - · f. 
,_ ·--...... -~:.tr., .......... 
From the fact, it is known that Krame~'s formula and Aki and Sato's , 
l J ' r , J'i 
/1 ~~~J,ti;,· i ''-.1, -1- ::_y_b,,L(.>..; Ltu, .. Jtrl - :,. ~:·ll...C;,.......C .... t:l .. "t' - ~r :J. ·i--? 
W I ~ , >.. 'j " • i , !i 
formula are not appricable and further study on iiensity is needed, There 
I\ 
is no proper experimental formula for expressing the relationship between 
critical tractive force and the bed material. However, from table 36 it is 
recognized that the basic concept of the tractive force theory is reliable. l 
Based on the above statement; F 
O 
= 53. 22 g/ m 2 ·t is used for the 
ln_ 
Kizu river sand and critical conditions are as in Table 38. ,On computing 
n 
the velocity coefficient C and the coefficient of roughness N , the hydraulic 
radius R is assumed equal to the depth of water H • (,/ 
/ 
In order to avoid the formation of ripples, Kr/y proposed d/ 8H < l 
' d tg"Ltto~c( 
for Eq ( 13) in Chapter (7). But it is difficult to determine ·~ 1 for thi';; b·ed ·· ---
'/ I 
\ 
material due to tke-h-igh-proportion of-fine particles. However. ripples 
were not formed within the 20 minutes test time. Thus it is reasonable to 
consider that the critical conditions for these experiments satisfy the 
condition d/ 8H < l . 
7 
From Table 38, it is evident that the critical condition a lso satisfies 
1 \ Ji,1Jb--cn ( ~ , c 1~ C 
I<g/(/;z
1 
and V < ..[gfi. which are the limit of r.apid flow. 
C. Experiments on Kizu river sand 
Results of experiments on Kizu river sand are listed in Table 39. 
D. Series K 1 , K2 and K3 
t ,dt:D"\. -11- · 
scour phenomena is similar to that for series Hn
1 
and Hnn • 
The results are shown in Tables 40,...44 and Figs. 63- ,67. The noteworthy 
The 
conclusions are as follows: 
ll"t1-.11;J.;l"l o ·,S d.{fl/2 a,cd .t •. ii.;:{d . l·J/i/ 
i) The fluctuation of the scour .phenomena- shows different trends for 
each point of mea\ surement when 1 / n changes. Accordingly, it is difficult 
to establish a perfect law of similarity and experimental results give only 
qualitative conclasions. When 1 / n is extremely small, the reliability of 
the qulitative conclusions decrease considerably due to the change in the 
of' -U,;. t 'i: c'\,1~,<1 .. {t 'o1-, /iH}J' F of f ..:,/1., i-~·.1_(. , 
scour mechanics at~ downstream &ad- of-pie-r,. 1 
k / ~ ~ 
ii) For a type I pier, in general, ~ / a,.;nd (~ ; are larger than (K6. 
ks - - and~< tr:- k-biese values increase with an increase in . 1/:.)nd, t'rte._grrr=-
tude--i-s--in-descending-order as - K0 ·-, ····Kr-am::I--K8 . 
~ e.  .'I: U_{l_ e.l ~ . alt id·· p , t' ~' Rj-
When l/n ,;f,,'9','$', the tendency @-£,,...increases f o-r-- -K-r slows down and 
,,.--/ks 
when 1 / n approahces the prototype it is suggested that . Ks/ '. will be larger 
\...-.E-' L., ,.. 
,c:,/ 1':; 
than 1'-JSr • For a type II pier ko ..(. kf L ks and the tendency to increase 
is in the order ks , kf and k
0 
when 1/n is small. After 1/n reaches 
w ~LR 
0. 5 the tendency for ~f to increase slows down and kf J.,approahhes.__ k
0 
• 
This is due to, as stated before, the piling effect caused by vertical eddies 
at the downstream end of the pier. 
8 
The scour depth ts is less than tf for a type I pier but ts is 
,, T 
larger than tf for a type II pier, ~ irrcJugh the increase in tf , with an , 
fo r ?1 ·t y fIL I 
1
/;-t.e-".,, 
increase in 1 /n , is less than that of ts • Hence, it is expe cted/\that tf 1 
approaches ts when 1/n gets larger. Therefore it is concluded that a 
type I pier is more advanta geous tha n a type II pie r from the point of 
scour. 
The scour depths t 1.' s' and tf' decrease with an innrease in 1 / n 
and any further increase in 1 / n causes a pile-up of sand at the pier tail. 
-?it--~~; 
Scour depth t'f's' and f ff, for a type I pier are less than ... that for a type 
II pier. This shows that the pile-up of sand at the tail becomes evident as 
V 
the pier tail is'marpened. 
j 
ny Observing the changes of scour phenomena for different critical 
conditions it is seen that the larger the depth of flow, the larger the scour 
depth and scour width. However, the rates of change of scour due to pier 
shape and model scale are similar to one-another. 
E. Comparison of series K and H 
Se-r-ies ··-K -.is. run for models ,of different scale . and .the ,. results- -are 
· ,_- ,. , .... ·· · · .,. -fer t/J. » e;-.,,'-l,,) K , , k"-i. °""1 r' 3 
plottecrin·-Figs,;---63-67· . By comparing Figs. 63--67"-and Figs. 60-61, the 
~ - - -:-""\. 
following conclusions are derived/ rfi-< t!u c.Q,,1,,~.e,:; ~ll'lr. r. ,,,{ ~/nrr. j 
i. The changes of scour phenomena caused by pier shape and model 
scale are almost similar and the statements made in i) and ii) of 
the previous chapter also hold good for series H for Yasu River 
sand. In the light of the above statements, it is conside red that the 
same conclusion can be obtained from experiments using different 
sizes of bed materials. 
9 
ii. The critical tractive force for the Kizu Rive r sand is 53, 52 g/m2 
-.r.f 




which was studied in Chapte r 7 of the first report, can 
t! i • I , ' n.L /~ e..t t-v\.. CVrt,; (,11.c-. fL1,'\S 
th\n it is seen that the scour for the Yasu River sand is 
/' , ;~-o ,:-;,-. 
~" LJv- IJ-X. J 
less than that for the Kizu River sand. However, precise measurements 
of scour at different points show that there is no fixed relationship 
~k1X ~, 
for scour between the two series when 1/ n is less than O. 33; the 
1' 
o_;,., ~~,-(/t:.. ·. -,,'5_ ~ 
.fluctuations of scour widths k and kf for a type I pier becomes 
~· is S I , ,rl, , v'-0\,~'....n.l -, \U/~ / ,\..f)'\.v"- &'-c~ .... , ..:, 
evident, whereas the +lu-et-uations of ,\ts and tf for a type II pier 
~ K?, 
and t for a type I pier be com es less. 
s 
values than series H • The scour depth 
Thus series ~ has larger 
\'Z-3 
fts' for series ~ begins 
.to decrease when l / n is less than O, 25, and that for series H begins 
to decrease when l / n is less than O. 20 • It is observed that there 
is a greater difference between the prototype and model when a small 
1/n is used for the tests, thus making it more difficult to arrive at 
qualitative conclusions. This is caused by a thange in the scour 
mechanics and also by a change in the angle of repose of the sand. 
F. Conclusions 
Since different sand sizes have no effect on the scour for a particular 
model scale, and also the changes in scour phenomena due to piej shape are 
unaffected by critical conditions, it is proved that the author •/experiment 
reported previously have qualitatively reliable results. 
10 
( 24) The effect of critical conditions 
A. General 
For the purpose of inve stigating the e ffe ct of nose shape on scour, 
series A 1 and B were run using Yasu River sand under critical conditions 
(a) and (b). Series G 2 and G3 were for investigating the effect of skew 
angle using the Yasu River sand. 
For Kizu .River sand, series K1 , K2 and K3 were run for investi-
gating the effect of pier shape and model scale on scour, under critical ,· 
I 
conditions of (q), (r) and (s) .the comparison between the series are , 
a,, ~ 
reported in (B) ( C) (D) . Since the depth of flow are 5. 2 cm, 3. 9 cm, 8. 0 
) /\ -t/lJ.. 
cm, 5. 3 cm and 4, 3 cm for critical conditions (a) (b) (q) (r) and (s) respectively, 
) J ) 
it may be said that an investigation on the effect of critical condition for a 
sand is the same as investigating the effect of vertical scale, 
' 
By combining these results with tho;3e in ,$f2·.(z~ it seems possible 
~ cu . .,-~ -l~~cr.-fr..J. A,,.c. / Li'€" t c.,.· ... JI sc,dc 
to-£.i ,x- to a certain extent the/\·effecb of model .scale~ However, from the point 
of the law of similarity, it is difficult to make a definite conclusion. This 
statement can be easily understood from Table 38. Despite the increase 
in slope with an increase in depth (vertical scale), the slope was less for 
critical conditions with large flow depths. In general, this means that a 
change in vertical scale not only means a change in very.ii.cal scale but also 
d -t~ C-!-!.~..lG 
a change in slppe. Thus it is difficult to obtain the effect of vertical scale 
on scour. 
. ... ~-----·- .. --···· 
iv·e force, the slope i~ tlie ·natural riyer is r e·cog~ized to have a close relation~ 
..,. ~. ·~----..... . 
• , M l • ' • - ~- ................ , ___ ......... ,~ 
ship with tractive force. The author insists that the· critical flow conditions 
I 
1 
for a river .~lope has a relationship with maxLmum flood. From this point, 1 
---· ·---------··---.... -- ..______ .. .. . \ 
-.. __ ___ ... . 
it iS reasonable tO ___ COnSider the· experimental .:i;-_eSUltS for tests performed I 
- -------------· . "·-···· -.. ·-- "~ '·- . ) 
under -critical conditior:i~. cq:rrespop.sl to flood flow conditions. -- ; _.:.---- - .. , .•• , ____ ,_____ _____ -·- . ·- I 
. .. .......... - -- ----~- ----------- --- ____ ../ 
B. Comparison of series A I and B 
i. As shown in Figs. 12, 13 and 17 of the fir st report, the effect 1,_ • +. .1 .. 
J. /' /1....t , r, J ~ ,C.1, 
V,,t\CA.V\.., , ,/.,·0 1: _., u, ~ l. v f\.." ' 1. . 
' C,J:'t d, 1 J I ,:.,1-
of various pier nose shapes on scour for a particular bed material1resemble , ~ IJ I) 
1 -A O ' 1.J-:.0,. 
one another. This fact proves the reliability of the qualitative conclusions 
derived from these experiments and, -by- .combining- with-the -conc ept--st-ated 
4-n-(-A} it is suggested that the results of these experiments may be applied 
in the field -with ·confidence~-
o 
ii. Assuming that the law of similarity for the tractive force theory 
can be applied to local scour around piers it is see·n that the scour phenomenF ' 
,/ _,111. r) ;~ -- 'f . ( 
'71'..Z. u,,.-,..,\v·cv ,L C/1..,,
0 
/ C/.. . 
is quite similar for a ?articular bed material, regardless of the -d~pth·-of 
J . r I f , r· 
(, 6)1 Cl ! 7 t U)') 5 01 -'f·':'~t.·, ~ 
-t'.10w. However, the scour for series B is less than the scour for series 
I J _ 
((; -f1\..-·J 
A 1 , by 90% • Hence it is evident the law of similarity for the tractive force / , 
theory cannot be applied to the scour problem. Nevertheless, it is observed 
from series A1 and B that the scour is less for the critical condition with 
I 
the shallower depth, This is also true for series G 2 and G3 and series 
')1 ;'\ . K_,~ ~~ 
l.~) • ~-~; and 1.-&J for Kizu River sand. 
For series B and A 1 , the depth ratio is 3. 9 / 5. 2 ::: 0. 7 5 and the 
<'c.. 
scour ratio is about a cube root of the depth ratio ( ~ = 0. 909 ) and 
/ 
it seems to show some particular relationship, yet the scour ratios are 
different for the various point where measurements are taken. 
The facts stated above show that a law of similarity for the scour 
problem is difficult to establish. This is due to the change in the scour 
mechanics with different nose shapes; also the effect of the angle of repose 
of the sand layer becomes evident by sharpening the pier nose. 
C. Comparison of series G 2 and G3 
i. As shown in Figs. 36- 38 and 39- 41, the effect of skew angle on 
scour for a particular bed material, regardless of critical conditions, are 
similarj 
ii. Less scour, both in depth and width, is observed for critical 
conditions with shallow flow depths. r I 
D. 
i. As shown in Figs. 63,-.67, the effects of pier shape and scale on 
/ 
scour for Kizu River sand under different critical conditions are similar. 
The same phenomena can also be observed from Figs. 60 and 61 for Yasu 
River sand under critical conditi()ns. 
¥ Judging from the above statement, the conclusions for Yasu 
· River sand stated in the last two chapters are applicable for diff<et'eit bed 
materials. 
) 
ii. The relationship between scour and the depth of flow is the same 
as (B) 
. ~ 3 / G . 
and ( C) • The flow depth ratio for series Q_v and \ ~ 2' is 4. 3/ 5. 3 
= 0. 8 • 
. s ore 
Scour ratio )s O. 867 for a type I pier and O, 945 for a type II pier 




The effects of pier shape, scale and skew angle on scour for different 
bed materials under different critical conditions are fairly similar. Thi s 
\' ' I • , .,.1, . 
~·~ /,_u,. A ,.(v \ ' , ',< \, i ~ 
fact proves qualitatively the experimental results reported in the last two 
/\ 
chapters. 
The scour will d e crease with a decrease in the flow depth. However, 
the rate of decrease is related to the characteristics of the bed material, 
pier shape, scale of model and the point of measurement. Hence it is 
difficult to establish a perfect law of similarity and to obtain quantitatively 
a conclusion for the scour problem. . 
( 25) Conclusions 
Since the experiments were run for a period of 20 minutes and 
considering the difficulties in obtaining a perfect law of similarity, it i~ 
necessary to give special attention for field qpplications. In order to obtain 
reliable qualitative conclusions, the author discusses the effects of model 
scale, bed material and critical conditions on scour and gives the following 
opinions: 
i) Regardless of bed material, the scour will be zero when the ratio 
l / n approaches zero. From this point, the scour is considered as resulting 
only from the existance of piers. 
ii) Although a large model scale gives more reliable _conclusions, never-
theless, the scour phenomena in the field can be qualitatively suggested using 
the author's experiments as a guide. The prediction is more accurate when 
14 
CC. 
the scour is mainly controlled by the eeeentricity of flow and is less accurate 
I 
when scour is affected by the piling-up of sand caused by vertical eddy. If 
the model scale is extremely small, even qualitative conclusions cannot be 
· .tl~ h1 r,i. !J A ,L--G ri {x.J _ I. · t;; 
expected due to the .change in the ·scour mechanics and/\the angle of repose 
' ! } 
of the sand layer. 
ii0 The effect of pier shape, skew angle and model scale on scour is 
almost similar for any kind of sand. However, scour depths and widths 
R--X Uid b" .6 la.vl( /2C,jl2 ;;i1•ci', 
V u 
are proportional to the square root of the critical tractive force of the sand~, 
if the experiments are performed under critical conditions for the same bed 
.slope and for the same time period. 
iv) For the same sand, the scour is less when the depth of flow is 
less, but the rate of decrease is related to the characteristics of the sand, 
the pier shape and the model scalJ . 
6. A study on the mechanics of scour caused by bridge pier 
( 26) General 
Since a perfect conclusion on the mechanics of scour has not been 
. . ~ 
established, the author briefly describes the studies made by Ke~tner and 
Tison }and also gives his opinion on his own study. 
A. Keutner 1s study 
The pattern of flow around a wall type pier is shown in Fig. 68. In 
Fig. 68 ~e fine solid line is the water surface before inserting the pier 1 
and the thick solid line(~ shows the water surface along the pier wall and 
the thick dotted line ( 2) shows the water surface along the center line of the 
path of flow after inserting the pier. The following facts are observed from 
Fig. 68. 
i) The stagnation depth hs decreases with a decrease in the nose 
angle 2 d. • The water surface along the pier waU, drops at point F and 
f 
the steep slope 11 between S and F has a remarkable effect on the scour. 
The water surf ace for a pier having an angle of skew to the flow is different 
$n"d_ 
for the right and left side of the pier; this difference becomes more evident 
~ 
as the skew angle gets larger. _ _.,........ $
0 
_______ far 
iy Water surface (2) begins to drop at point @ , ~ ~eyond point , S , 
and its height h
0 
is small compared to hs • The value of h 0 is almost 
independent of the nose and tail shape. Nevertheless, the distance between 
S and S
0 
, which is affected by the pie r nose, decreases with a decrease 
in the nose angle 2 cA and it seems to be proportional to the velocity difference, 
1 ) I • ' .j,. 1 I 
1 
(' (i (: . _ ,u; ~ 'L(o., t( .,..; ,q ,,., r-J~ ... ·- ,,,"_,., ff:£"..,· U,,v:l, v\.,I C,'-' '"" or- r,/2,S ~,.,,_i-,VM { t) a ,, ~ (i) 
~o-----~-N i • Fig. ~ 69) (a) shows the measured water surface. From this figure 
r r • A A 
the lateral slope is recognized as shown in Fig, 69 (b) • This lateral slope 
is evident for a pier having skew angle as shown in Fig. ·z. 0. 
_j 
Engels and many other experimenters show/ that this lateral slope 
causes vertical eddies and these eddies ,when associated with the bottom flow, 
scour the bed material. The lateral slope is closely related to the shape of the 
5/1.)''p-(,,, 
pier nose and the scour is related to the lateral-sh~pe, hence, the scour 
is controlled by the nose shape, The eddy motion is shown in Fig. 69 ( d). 
' p 
Eddy 1) results from the inverse slope at point Jf and scours the -sa t1cl--
fe~t o .J- -;/),.J. itoa.Q., 
J.-R-the upstream cli-r-ection-. Eddy · 2) results from the lateral slope I' and 
;),~ .1~~ A 
scours ,sand- along the pier wall 4.n--the--downstream--dir-ection. Between these 
. yi..,v,,i-,tl.fl.6\ ~-~ 
two eddies I there are S'everal 'eddies that cause scour as shown in Fig. 69 ( c). 
When 2ck. is 12° '"'-"29° the scour caused by eddy 1) is more effective and 
the pattern is .different from that caused by other eddies. t moves 
max 
towards point F as 2 c{ decrease s from 180°to 62.6°. This is because 
the point, where the scour effect .is most evident, approaches the point 
F with a decrease of slope I 1 • 
. The approximate flow pattern is shown in Fig. 71. The flow separates 
1L ~v4t;;_ cJ.,,.,,.,1,.tf__ 
from points V '1 and Vr and,,._flows paralle l to the--pie-r-- wall. At points 
¾r and ¾l , the flow deflects} bout 6° towards the center line of the pier. 
A vertical eddy called tail eddy occurs in the region S 1 S 11 A' and 
o~ ·t!v. f';__h;\,.t\,tl ;~nv-.., ,JM.,-,_.w,, of f--01,ds ¼ c,,"d Vr r U 
a side eddy occurs in the region, V:c--=S+-=B~ . The sand scoured from the nose , e e 
is piled along the pier wall by the side eddy and at the tail by the tail eddy. 
B. Tison's study 
The flow pattern for a pier parallel to flow is approximately shown 
in Fig. 7 2. Consider a flow net APS lying on a sheet of water parallel to 
the bed surface and apply the Bernoulli theorem t1.l,rr3 -tf,; CtV'..i/'l.. _; 
· 'V = vMrJddtlu/ pt /;.f-rJ,f I velocity of flow) 
f = t)t~ radius of curvature of the streamlines J 0vv1..d., 
.,1:, . (' ,J, . I) 
,'l7' t,;L j 1;,., ,r.: , ;:\..<X 
d .S .-,.d.:s> = /\length of curve along AS 
17 
'1-i v 
:[.{ . lt is assumed that f' is constant for a point along a vertical section, 
s 
!9,,erf I/ g J ( v2 / ~ ds is smaller on the water sheet which is nearer to , 
A ~ / ~ 
the bed surface due to the vlocity being smaller. Accordingly 
1
~t + ~ls! w
0
) 
z7_ ,., ---,~ r;:A.,. f' A f' Q !' 
.-,-. - \Z A - 1r:_f)w
0 
) become smaller. For 1,point A , fen' from the pier such ~- ', ,c;;.A r, 2r_ 
that f == oC>, @1 .. + t..P_J't~ is constant along a vertical section. Since (~ + -
1 • ----...,p~/w, ) increases from the bed towards the water surface, a vertical 
\..._ ..Y 0 
I-' . ··-
·~ .J 
accereration exists. This is contrary to the assumption that the water sheet 
moves parallel to the bed surface. Actually the water sheet has a downward · 
velocity and scours the bed material. In brief, scour is mainly caused by 
eccentricity of flow and the nonuniformity of velocity and its magnitude is 
closely related with I/ g f8(v 2/ P)ds • The following are the results of 
A 
theoretical consideration. // f 
_/', ' 
The scour is evident when eccentricity is large. (i.e., radius of 
' 
curvature of streamline /p) is small) s..,~...,.. 
ii) Upstream piling .of-&a-ncl, decreases the scour at the nose. Because 
the flow pattern is the same as considering the pier nose extending 
iii) 
to the pile, the eccentricity of the flow becomes less. 
J O ..:.. 1(' 
eh'</1... ~ .;y,'-1/Vp uclk' til'k' 
A round pier nose
1
/$: effective in decreasing the head loss but not 
for decreasing scour. 
iv) A uniform velocity distribution is much more effective in decreasing 
scour. 
v) The above are based on the assumption that J ::: constant. If f 





Tison•s experiments were performed in a glass flume (effective 
length of 1. 2 m and a width of O. 7 m) using R. Rhein sand with wooden 
piers coated with Jlarafi.n. The depth of flow used was 11 cm and the discharge 
was 30 1/ sec. The experiments illustrated the above statements very clearly. 
c1q3ci) 
Tison also stated the difficulties of obtaining a lww of similarity for scour 
/\ 
around piers in his treatise on dunes and ripples (.6'4}:/ 
1/ 
(27) Author's study 
A. 
i P • tJ .JI i J f- .C 1-'v'- {?f\.1': .. / 'L /1,,';.._~ M. t 'J-... P ..1 (,µ'Cv e,.,__. 1,1 I 
General 
In general, the stage of the outer bank in a river bend is high and ! il L,;u·,0-
~ A /k~ 
scour is observed. Considering this poin~ the author suggested the similarity 
between scour at a river bend and scour around piers. If this holds true, it 
is possible to define the scour mechanics for a pier by analyzing the scour 
mechanics at a river bend. 
} ' 
In natural rivers, the velocity at the outer bank of the bend is higher 
. J I I 
y M ;\fl ;():V~ ~ 
than that at the inne~bank due to the J.ow-velo..cit~. For rectangular channels 1 
A 
y 
the velocityfat the inner bank of the bend is higher than that at the oute~bankl 
and this fact has been proved by experiments. Only, at bends, there are second-
-'{ 
. Q 
ary currents which move towards the outerbank on the water surface and 
{.Mµ{1 
towards the outef bank at the bottom. The secondary currents at the bottom 
,, 
carry sand from the outerbank to the inner bank. As a result of deposition, 
t I 
, . e.;- t ;/ J 
the depth of water at the inner'bank becomes shallow. Also the VJLOcity ,1, ,i,,,-.J. t, ... ,1,,~,v,1. 
)_ 
s~ows down due to an increase in friction caused by_ sediment. 
19 
B. Scour mechanics at a river bend 
,The follo wing theoretical studies are for an ideal fluid in a rectangular 
channel with an arc type bend. The flow at the bend can be considered as a 
free vortex. I 
-tn·. .e.! e,\V\ e \) 1 
,00.,vVV 
Considering the equlibrium conditions for a µarticle-between stream-
lines AB and CD as in Fig. 7 3. 
~ vi ( i > r dB o1 r dz. • 1 t rt d 0 dz - c , f df') 1c10 dz .::. o 
. ·, 
..where:---·· 
' .f• ' r f .v" \,( "'-' "' _) p ~ = pressure, 
v = velocity, 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
:f = radius of curvature of streamline _,, ;/('J c/. 
w
0
: : = unit weight of fluid. 
(17) 
If AB and CD lie on a horizontal planf Bernoulli's theorem can 
-t, 
be applied )of points P and Q 
-,. 
2 ( vtdv > 
_, J 
neglecting (dv) 2 and substituting into 
I~ 
Eq~ 
v-dv - j 11:t. .:. - - elf .JI .... ' . 
zo 
1::7{' 
.,c,.,. dv d f 
~¼'? V ::: - r> 
'/ / ' , / 
Integrating 
v f == c == constant (18) 
I £' 
(,-'ol\lJ"V'-..,C.~::_:J, 
Thus the velocity is jlir-e-c11y' proportional to the radius of curvature. 
( '7 
Eq,Cf1) shows that the pressure is high at the oute~
1
bank; but, since the pressure 
,d,.J., i,v""t:l:U,'\, ,o,,...,,_ br:::\U;.. . 
at .aBy-point in an open channel is equal{to the atmospheric pressure, this 
increase of pressure causes a rise in the water surface at the outer bank. 
f The cross section is ~hown in Fig. 74 (a). Substituting the term 
d~ f w 
O 
= dH into Eq. 17, the later al slope ¾, is 
] p :- e:H~fa( ·= v)1:} (") 
Combining Eqs, 18 ;and 19, the height of rise 
. 1/ a. .p :1. 
(19) 
f:.. _ ( _v, { J - t, ) 
h ~ !,, l ! d t - ~ J ) ;: , _ _ - (20) 
l 
v~ 
v 1 A the velocity at the inner bank. 
is 
For viscous fluids, a modification for these equations {if~ required, 
nevertheless, Eqs 17 .. ,20 can be applied for natural flows when the radius of 
curvature is not very small. Fig. 7 5 is a comparison between B~ss'i' experi-
mental results and theoretical values computed from the above equations. 
From the plot it is suggested that the theory for an ideal fluid can be 
applied to viscous fluids to a certain extent. 
2.1 
Since the velocity distribution in natural rivers is as shown in Fig. 74 (bL 
it is reasonable to consider that the lateral slope I is a result of t:qe main 
v:: p ,1. 1),,, 
velocity v ,,ni and Fig. 19 is satisfied with the relationship I =.Yd// g F. 
V m - p -.;, ,,, - '- .,, V - - -
However I ~elocity near the water surface r<v,}, is larger than '°v> (i nd in order 
\....__ __ §,, \. '--.1'9 
. to have th E;_ same Ip-value, '( s should be larger than ..I° m • I On the contrary, 
,u~, -~(;~<V~ -- ~:d fb should be less than rm J Accordir:ig to .these reasons the 
-~~-------.:...;.,.._--.. ,-- ·- ------1.r·---.. ----·;-c---··---::_---:-:r __ .1 . - - .J 
.,,,.,.- ..._ .S - · ; n, .- ·, ,/ ( i 
streamlines where .' V ~ , V m and vb· are measured
1 
-and-ar--e-di-:ff--er-ent--in " --- ·, - \_,... . /" 
------·-··· ·-
r--ad-iu-s--. - g:'hese -streamlines-a~e plotted in Fig. 74 (c). Secondary flon in 
I 
(., 
bends originates from this difference in the radius-of the streamlines. Second-
ary currents associated with the main river flow, have a spiral motio¥ nd 
-t).t. 
scour the bed material at the outer bank, then., deposit sand at inner bank 
I , 
due to a decrease in velocity at the bottom. 
r\ 
L ., 
By referring to Hinder ks I and Boss' studies, the author explains scour 
at the outer bank of a river bend and the origin of secondary currents. 
o/l..V 
.,. The following ·rf' the author's opinions on scour caused by secondary flow. 
v\), -:-,. .. . ' ~ --- -- ,...~ 
Eq. 19 ,~gi 2/(d r f Ip can be reaaranged as \Vf!// (1 = glp ~ Here V m 2/ (° is 
the centrifugal force on a unit mass having velocity .r;_;·m-,· • n , This force is 
'-._ I 
7. f 
balanced by glp • However, the centrifugal forc·e -J 2/ f varies with the depth 
z due to the nonuniform velocity distribution. In order to balance with gl , 
~ ~ p 
1
V f V,n ,J" , ~ 
...... , .,. .. ' /""- - .. , ~.,,,... !l,n 
the force (V2/f' - V 2/ P ) acts towards the outer bank in the region V > V · . · m ,-- m 
<. ·. -./ f" - -· 'vn, _ _ ,........__ __ ·v _ __ ___ ,r 
and force (V ~ 2/ P - V2/ i° ) acts towards the inner bank in the region ··v.:::::.. V - --.- u;" 
-.:- -- /~- \ m 
•J' 
Accordingly, secondary current is defined as a result of the unbalance of centri-





,\ J ,2. 
L, (" ' 
I (~)(7)H di = ----- ol P 
. I ,,,.----ol(~-t~) ) 
v"--. • ..- I tJ._ , 
Then 
' and the intensity of the secondary current is controlled by 
j 
f:a 




Assuming that the scour force is proportional to this value of C 
;. - ,.2 H 
fa 1-v'~ 
f I dt f, K i: .. - - - . 
.,...where---
v~" \{~,_,~J,. , 
K = scour force; 
_ __......~~ = mean velocity; 
'1) - '< _/ 
~ 
H = depth of flow; 
· l s:: radius of curvature of strea mlines; 
C ~' ) 
• 4 '!' , :.::: ,:,;e 
¢ = experiment al coefficient; 
(; = radiu s of inner bank; 
(i = radius of ou ter bank; o,,--~ . , :JJ 
t,~sJJ::~ t\(,,\- t.f\ (1 ;e, '( Q.t/.,-\• ·_,,:·-~c, 
o( i.: ..,roughness of bed /1/;;,- -JfH/,V J ,,. o"'I. '1/ v: " - ' .> ,.,, •S· r' ' !> 
I 
Kozeny 1s pr oposed o, 
I =- ..!.-
..,..._o<._..,( ,...-;d:.::----,..- ;,_.,....f 3~ 
It is known th at eith er a decrease in channel roughness or an increase 
in H/ V 
8 
can cause a large decrease in the scour. 
c. Scour mechanics for bridge piers 
As shown in Fig. 7 2 the stream line changes its direction on both sides 
of a pier and its flow pattern is considered the same as that of flow in a bend. 
The spiral flow occurs due to the nonuniform velocity distribution and 
. /' I 
C,0->1 c{,., Ct, P,'1 
scours the bend at the pier nose. If the flow_p.attern-is constant, .from-for-mula 
. 
_j,fl,f-g-f-·, the scour is mainly controll:ed by the radius of curvature "f of a 
stream line. Judging from ihis statement, it is easily understood that scour 
is closely related to the shape of a pie0 
In Fig. 7 2 ~ Point A is a point where f = 0 ,::\ i.e., no effect of second-
ary currents. 
Let df= ds I 
cp~ = fr· I ' g 
1 1 
· / -.2{~..c-+-2-r-) = ~ 
c/.' ' '½11 
I 
Then the scour force, K , 
·<' I 2. 
. :l._ J,., (V~ H "'..s :1 4 T 
j . ... '., ' ~ ~ 
~ 1· s around the tipe of the nose /" 
.· ' { ' · 
( 23) 
is an experimental constant, and .. 
~ , ' ' 1. J 1 , 
().., p _./\,/1.,(\.,\l~(..,\.Q..AJ 1~ iv-' C,-..C?1,~_0..,. w VV\" 0-. UL/ C,.. ~ _ ,- / ~- -o 
0- is ~ /ecrease in channel roughness ;(increase ~t~ H/.:Y_sL • 
If the scour depth is proportiona l to the scour force, th en the scour 
depth is proportional to the square of the mean velocity and the depth of flow 
and inversely proportional to the radius of curvature. Also, the scour will 
decrease by decreasing the channel roughness or increasing H/.V~ ~- U~ 
'-.../ 
These coincide with Tison's conclusions and are verified by the author's 
experiments. 
The movement of the scoured particles are shown in Fig. 7 6. The parti-
cles separate from the pier wall making a right angle with the streamline 
because of spiral flow. 
Being affected by the main flow, they move parallel to it. Since, stream 
lines change in direction towards the pier wall from the transition point F 
C,,, 
(from now on it will be called reverse ecdentricity) the particles move towards 
/ ' P. I I ~ ~to 'ti\£ 1,M,,~or'1 '" ~-J <.,-v ·6 fa-J.,e._ 
the wall due to reverse spiral flow. A part of the particles are carfied-hy--
o._/c-,tC1 -//,Q bt'c-"' 1J,J.L o+ /( 6',J' 
vertical eddies/\ .:.i Sin~e the direction,?f the vertical eddie~are opposite to the 
main flow, the particles are deposited at the wall. According to Karman's bound-
ary layer theory a side eddy is t6Ndr/. formed when the velocity at the outer 
side of the boundary layer decreases. For; bridge piers, the maximum velocity, 
il>, --ey) , of the flow will decrease after passing the transition point F • This is 
considered as the main reason for the occurance of side eddies. Therefore, 
the reverse eccentricity of the flow near the transition point F has a direct 
C,t'V, L,a.Q/4 
relationship with side eddies. As above, the reverse eccentricity pushes-
the side eddies and the bottom flow towards the pier and, as a result, piling of 
sand occurs. The same reasoning can be applied to the rear eddies of a pier. 
V'v 
D. Comments on Tison's and Kelt/ner's studi e s: 
I ~ . 
Ti; on and Ke~er studied th at the scour is 
f 
caused by horizontal eddies 
. from the . tip of the pier nose. This statement coincides with the author's opnion. 
However, Tison explained horizontal eddies as a result of eccentricity of flow 
and the nonuniformity of the velocity distribution and K/tf ner explained it 
as a result of the lateral slope. l}J 
The author supports Tison•s statement and gives a discussion for Eq,(16r 
. based on Bernoulli's theorem. 
Tison assumed that the energy along each streamline in a sheet of 
water is constant and also assume d that the water sheet is parallel to the 
bed surface. 1l/ Therefore, based on Bernoulli I s theorem 
/ -) y .--v 
ofz-t ~ -+ (\/, ;V = o 
()) 1J ( 
l ,l 
~ = ~; z. 3 -1-
or 
Eq. !,16}:: can be revised as follows: 
( 24) 
- The relationship between the centrifugal force and the pressure for the 
two close streamlines shown in Fig. 7 2 is d/J'!w0 ° (v'/ g P) ,/wil'a-an--increase 
irrcentrifuga.Lio.r..ce- and the water surface ·rises dH = dP / w as a result of 
~ I 0 
_;thrS-pres,sure increase. The difference of water surfac~ between A and S 







I, ... #--¥ :.CG .ht.f¥ 
But, in natural rivers, where the velocity distribution is not uniform, it is 
known .that the radius of curvature, ), at the bottom should be less than 
that at the water surface in order to have the same value of hs . 
Consequently a horizontal eddy occurs. The above is a verification of 
Tison's statement regarding Eq.{16} . The occurance of horizontal eddies 
is explained as a result of a bending of stream lines and nonuniformity of the 
velocity distribution. Kefatner 1s opinion, that horizontal eddies are due to 
lateral slope, is basically in error. Kef.itner explained that the scour at the 
nose is mainly controlled by the lateral slope I 1 in Fig. 69 (d). However, 
the motion of part icles, according to observation during experiments, is 
perpendicular to th e pier wall and not parallel to the pier wall, and the eddy 
corresponding to the h tep_al slope, I1 , was not observed. 
. . 
l If lateral slope is the factor which controls the scour, the scour at 
the leew~rd · sid~ of the flow shouid b~ larger than at flowward side&/: for a 
, $ 
pier with a kkew angle. But, on the contrary, more scour was observed at 
the flowward side in series G 1 ,..., G4 • Moreover, the water surface rises 
0 
parab,Fcally around the pier nose and it is difficult to evaluate the lateral , 
51Jlj .{,1.p );J \\l_i,(.-.) l.cl'fe\,1e,Js of ~~ S.V.·(r (...Q. ri se-s /'ce ~-,·-6 ~!,;. t~ r,y i5 o.. .. d l,P,.t ( ~-~cl tLtCa.,diJ l ... ~ tb \t0,J 
slope. For these points, Kentner I s opinions are limited in accuracy. K r . . 
Keutner's opinions almost coincide with author's opinions for the piling-
up of sand caused by side eddies and tail eddies. Only the auth~thinks that 
it is not reasonable for unstable tail eddies to be considered as dead water 
and be completely separated from the main flow. 
A part of the flow enters the tail eddy region along the p~ r wall and wh en 
al .p-1nLt $1 (1, ,lJ. ~(\ ,t0 F-~i,,._, a'x {.5, cLr;i._r,,.,LV?.rt ,, ... ( f $ : 
this flow meets the flo w from the other side of the pier;, the stream lines bend ·r,; cc c..L . . ,, u 
The phenomenon of this bending of flow is the same as the eccen-
' r I., 
tricity of flow at t he top of a pier, so that the water surface(.1/f\ses towards 
SI 
point · ~ -f and hori zontal eddies carry away a part of the sand which is deposited 
at the tail. Accor dingly, the pile-up on the line of pier axis at the tail is lower 
than its sides. 
E. The relationship between the height of backwater and scour 
The scour at a pier nose is due to the horizontal eddies which result 
from the flow eccentricity and the non uniformity of the velocity distribution 




it is seen that there is a basic difference in the mechanics of the two phenomena. 
At a bend in a channel, the water surface at the outer bank rises due to 
an increase in pressure a-t-th e=inner-'--bank- resulting from an eccentric force 
and, according to Bernoulli 1s theorem, velocity will ilecrease. 
In the case of a pier, it is clear from Eq. 25 and Eq.23 that the velocity 
I A . . -t~p bb L\ 
of flow decreases near the . pier and it has an effect on the scour and the rise 
I '• 
of stage hs • Eventually, the degree of flow eccentricity (shape of pier nose) 
is the main term controlling scour and hs • 
The above discussion, considering the line AS (Fig. 7 2) upstream 
from the pier, neglects the effect of velocity changes due to the constriction. 
~ Ci-}4 (/·t;, cc 





-neglected--;-- /4-~J ti\.(, Cc,.;..l,.:zL{,, . 
., 
! 
The water surface at the outer bank of a bend is higher than at the 
inner bank. Likewise, the water surface at the tip of a pier is high and it 
will drop at the transition point due to a reverse bend in the flow. As a matter 
of fact, the drop of water surface at point F is also due to an increase in 
/ ..... c; . 
,c ·' 1 
velocity caused by the constriction • The Halue of the drop .Sf decreases 
"- ' 
when the opening ratio of the channel is large and if the opening ratio is 
constant, Sf is controlled by the pier Hk/ shape. The sharper the pier nose 
' 
the less the Sf will be. Considering the water surface ( 2) shown in Fig. 
68, the water surface, upstream from the tip of a pier, rises due to a decrease 
in velocity resulting from flow eccentricity and thisAendency -increases ··at"' 
p&:i:flt-F- <lue_ to-a--deerease -in-velocity resulting-from··now ·eccentricity and --
,, 
this tendency increases at point F due to a reverse bend in the flow. However, 
the water surface drops lower than the water surfac'e ( 1) due to a velocity 
increase resulting from the constriction. This effect extends a considerable 
distance upstream of the pier. The rise h
0 
at the point S
0 
in Fig. 68 
is due to these two effects and it is naturally less than h at point S • When 
----- ---·- ---· .--~-..,------ ---- --··-·· -- s 
~ o decrease the rise o;-::;~-~--~u;f;c;j0e pier ~os~ ~~:~~~_e;-~ h
0 
is not affected 
------s · 
by the pier shape because point S0 approaches?". The above discussion 
neglects the friction loss of the flow and also the losses due to the side eddies 
A,,,vb cn,d·/c ,,.vf__ 
and the tail eddies. In general, wave move towards the upstream in tra-nquil----
flow and since the ~vy_n.13J~PJ,.\ is steady with a constant depth, the rise 
'-.(;\-WY]• . o /_ ~({._g j 
of water surface should be equal to the~s/Sof energy -for-a corresp-ondin:g 
-di-stance-. The loss is evident at the tail of a pier. Therefore it is necessary 
29 
yo consider the effect of th e tail shape on-scouF-. If the wate r surface rises 
upstream of a pier. the mean velocity ry--{ !creases due to an increas e in . 
\_ ...!P 
the depth of flow, H • According to Eq. 23. the scour will decrease but its 
0 
. ,~ I 
value is comparltively sma~~ 
(28) Author's opinion regarding the law of similarity for scour experiments: 
Scour is relat ed to pier shape, model scale . critical conditions and the 
characteristics of the bed material. Although it is difficult to obtain quantita-
tive conclusions from the experimental result. ,o-u0pproximate quantitative 
conclusions can be established by a clear .understanding of the mechanics of 
scour around piers. 
f brce K 
\ 
The author assumed that the s cour {fbtttJ .k (Eq, 23) was a direct controlling 
: ' -Fl.us . ,1 Cr re ( i'Of o5ed 
factor for scour depth and scour width~?J\d,,pf9p _o~'~d the following equation\ 
r ( 26) 
ks-
are experimental constants. But scour width ,J~:f, and scour 
depth tf at the point F is difficult to predict due to the effects of other 
factors such as sand pile-up resulting from vertical eddies etc. 
ko 
Assuming Eqs. 23 and 26 can be applied for ·I5i$ and ts , and letting 
the vertical scale be 1/ n and the horizontal scale be 1 / m • 




h 1\l, \"o\.,e. 
r <ll. 
Here the /$fg'i?':'1~)' is for natural channels. Substituting H into R .., 
·-~ 
... ---- ... - -----
} 
- . ..., (27) 
,._ ( 29) 
'i 
(:onsidering different bed mJ.. ...,terials chc:t Vv<l.,1.,.,.0 ~'y-"_tY\eY 's Jo ri ,u,,( c" £1' /0 ~ 
similar to that of a natural river sand then 
/A M = 1 f ,,t,;~ 
. - .-----------
t ~ • k \i C ,,., )0 r 
• 
Eq,30 becomes 
I ; ....... -- ' 1 ( ~ O ,t. ) ., 
I 
; 301 
Thus the law of similarity can be 1' ).. r()' established from Eqs.~(28 ;rJ J~ . 
However, the determinations of the experimental coefficient f , ;. , 7 and~ st' e 
are still a great problem. 
Assuming there is no visible differences for these values betwee!'l model 
and natural river, then .t./ £..
1 
== l , / 
C¼ ~--;;-1 a~d 'f 'I' = 1 ,-- ~~;~--;,~:; applying Vogel's proposal of ~ ; ~ 
:: N /N' ' = l . A simple formula can be obtained as follows: 
- --- - - {'3 1 ) 
~\ lJ~c,-k a 
('11f') 
19}1t,, e - - -
l - ( '?,'I y > _.,.) 
~ ~;--~· J 
Since the purpose of this report is to obtain qualitative conclusions for scour 
around piers, ifis regretable that the dat a from the experiments cannot 
e ), v£1B the equations given above. For example, the necessary critical conditions 
· . k. / / ko · 
for discussing the relationship between Ifc;J: and t 's and ·12& and ts for 
experiments described in S.~'¢) ( 22Jare tabulated in Talbe 46. In which e = 
~ . ' 
n 2 / in :: l b ~cause the same sand -:il1-as used for the experiments. Nevertheless, 
all the experiments were performed under the same critical conditions, with 
'/ J0-0 
depth of flow,,a.? 5. 2 cm and slope ,a$··; $';,"2· • For these reasons, the data from 
the experiments cannot be used for discussing quantitative conclusions. 
3Z 
r"ith an increase in the depth H , the mean velocity V m decreasey. 
Judging\rom Eq//4e scour will decrease ve~htly, and, acrg to 
Eq 25, r~vater surface decreases, /hat the water s/urface· rise from 
the original 'ter surface, hs , is not Il)UCh. · 
Si£ hs \'. s nearly constant, s(ctecreases with /hcrease H • However, 
b./'° hs itseif,\ comparativl large, this effe/.s not evide.nt in the value 
or hs • However' dezth 05,L has a large effect 9n h • For this reason ho 
/ . ~ / 
.1 is affected by both the ~nde eddies and the tail eddies. Rehbock defined back-
water as a water ~~ce~se ~t the point ¥.'.h~ is a distance equal to the pier 
.// ~ /. 
length upstream from pier tip. ·-Although his definition is not the same as h
0 
, 
/' " ,/ 
based o_n 'the above explanation, h} e~aluated the great effect of tail shape on / . . / '\_ . 
scour (Ref. 11). As stated befo/2, i~s known that the scour and hs are 
(...(..V,,-V'(J !kc\ // ~ 
mainly ~"ed by the nose shape, whereas. Sf is mainly controlled by 
I ""-
the nose shape and the change in velcc ity due to' the constriction by- the-nose 
I . ~ 
-Sha:pe-and-1he-ehange--:-in velocity due to -the constriction. These facts doincide 
/ --- ' / -~ . 
with Keutner's stuiy (26) and can be verified from the. values, of h and Sr 
/ ~ s 
in Table 45 ~- · The tail shape has a large effect on h
0 
• However, f_or the 
/ ~ 
author's experiment, this effect was not observed due to the shallow depths 
// ',\ 
of flow, also all h - values measured were less than 1 mm • - --..-1-- -- , __ __ o ____________________ ______ _ ···-- -·····- ---~- ,---------··- ·- -· ···· 
7. Conclusions 
Chapter 1 ; 
With the development of transportation, brili.ge construction, especially 
the sub-structures (pier), have become important subjects. Accordingly, it 
33 
is necessary to evaluate the scour around piers, which control the stability 
of a bridge. However, it is difficult to study this subject from the view-point 
of theoretical fluid mechanics, so that, experimental studies reported in this 
report were to obtain qualitative conclusions which could be applied in the 
field. 
Chapter 2 ~ 
The author stated the necessity of comparing the impulse theory and the 
tractive force theory for the stability of a bed surface. Welikanoff studied 
the probrem from the view-point of the impulse theory that his results are 
not applicable in t~is field. d., 
i~'r'C e / 
The tractive i>:theory was proposed by DuBoys, and further refined by 
A k.L f \ 
Kramer and h9'~i{. The author recognizes the reliability of this theory and 
uses it as a foundation for his experiments. 
Based on the tractive force theory, the author developed a 1/v./-J. law of 
simila~ijfor pier scour, however, only qualitative 
obtained. . 
cont[u'(i.ons could be 
By preliminary experiments, it }/l'/1 was proved that a particular bed 
material has a constant critical tractive force. The main experiments were 
performed under the critical conditions obtained through the prelimir:iary tests .. 
Thus the scour is assumed to be a result of the existance of piers. 
Chapter 3 : 
Scour is largely affected by pier shape, and the stability of a pier is 
mainly controlled by scour at the nose. The author discussed his experimental 
results and hydraulicaaly explained the scour at the nose as a result of eccentri-
1/ 
city of flow. 
• .h 'fi- - 1, Jf"' Jf , .,_ \• , ··~:H• !!(A, )! >,;.; • ,;;s; .. ,a:::: 
• 
The scour at th'e nose is independent of the length of a pier and the 
', 
tail shape. The backwater and the dynamic pressure on a pier are controlled 
by side eddies and tail eddies, accordingly, they will decrease by sharpening 
7, 
D /; I I . 
the no·se-:-and tail .1\ ci:ifi. c-\., ;Uv ,,,, :J.:,"_c. rt ·>::-(: , 
I 
A two circula r piecbridge is not advisable and in the case this type of 
. I I I I t; 
t !-{-r :."·" -et./v ~-t-·t -..,. 
bridge is not advisable, the distance between the two piE1i's ( c. to c.) is 
recommended to be twice the pier diameter. 
Chapter 4 ~ 
In general, the scour for a pier having a skew angle to flow increases 
with the angle and the rate of increase varies with pier shape. From experi-
ments, it is known that the rate of increase is much less for a pier having a 
I 
L..n SC O!t r 
rounded nose and tail. A measureable -&eeu-r increase/I.between two piers 
e,0\Gt.tfr,v 
was observed for the two/\pierdype bridge with a skew angle and, with an 
increase in the skew angle, each pier begins to act as an individual pier. 
The effect of the opening on the scour is very slight, when the opening 
ratio is very large, and only when the opening ratio is less than 10 rvl5 o/.d 
this effect becomes evident. 
The author also suggests methods of construction for new bridges 
built near existing ~ne:/ 
Chapter 5 : 
In order to obtain results applicable to the field the author discussed 
the effect of model scale. Judging from the experimental data, it is known 
that as the model scale 1/n approaches zero (no pier) the bed scour also 
approaches zero. From this fact, the author's experimental results can 
C),.., 
be used as guide for qualitative suggestions on scour in the field. Since the 
~ . 
effects of pier shape, skew angle, and model scale on scour are similar for 
all kinds of bed material, the experimental results given in Chapters 3 and 
4 are qualitatively reliable for applying to field cases. 
Chapter 6 : 
' By assuming the scour phenomena at a pier nose is similar to the scour \ 
\ 
I 
phenomenon at a river bend; the author stated that scour results mainly from \ 
) 
horizontal eddies caused by eccentricity of flow and nonuniformity of velocity 
along a veJcal section. Accordingly, it is reason~e to consider that the 
effect of pier shape and pier arrangement, for a particular critical condition, 
are controlled by eccentricity of flow at the pier. 
I J , ) 
t,-·~· LC\.-v ' v 
However, it is difficult to .ger quantitative conclusions from the experi-
mental data given in this report. 
.. (1 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
